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as
Purvette Bryant
HUltop Staff ftoporte<
A standing-roonli-only 'crowd
packed the Undergraduate Library Lecture Hall last Tuesday to
hear three panel~~ Views on the
'
question "Is ChristijitY.a White
Man's Religion?''
. Dr. Allin Muhammad, a minister of the nation of Islam Temple
#4 Washington, °i·C. gave the
Muslim perspecti~e and Tom
Skinner, preeident~fTom Skinner and Associates, gave a Christ•
ian point of view.
Cain Felder,
an associate profe880r at the Ho.
ward U.niversity Sc)lool of Divinity pre'"sented a neu*ral position.
, "With Christianjty being the
dominant religion I f Blacks here

DtJ·

•

in the United States many argue
that Christianity is. practiced today as an instrument of the oppressor designed and used for the
oppreBBion of Black people," said
Paul Scott, moderator and
coordinator of the Howard University' Student Association's program.
A historical explanation of the
bible's origin starting from Jerusalem to Southern Europe attempted to give light to the "Anglo-

Saxon images'' of Jesus Christ
that are seen in various churchs,
·a ccording to Felder.
"It's· a routine for us to go into
churches and to s·ee blue-eyed
Jesuses with flowingr hair," said
Felder. ''Of course thi~ is a fabrics-

tion and a complete distortion of

history but it does give the impres-

God Himself.''
. "I don't think it's important to

sion that the historical reality of Jesus
,was this White reality.''
However, ''The church in Egypt
and Ethiopia is a v·ell established
anc ient fact. There were Black
Jews and Black Christians in the

describe religion in terms of White
man or Black man. What's important is to learn what is the religion

biblical period, in the ancient history well befo!'1l the fall of the Roman Empire," he added . ''There

want to separate the principle

were Black Christians well before
the profit Muhammad ever had his
first revelation or even when the
_prophet Muhapimad was ever

various ones practiced throughout

born.''
Dr. Alim Muhammad believes
that neithe1 'Black :ior Wh-ite- men
have a religion out tnat one should
go to the heart of religion ''which is

of God," said Dr. Muhammad. ''We
follow the teachings of the honorable Elijah Muhammad , .. we
away from the ritual of religion.
The concept of religion and the
the world iJ something that people
have accep-t ed as their value and
have ''taken a plan of action in

light of that," according to Skinner.
.
•ivou can be a communist, Hin- Tom Skinner, president ofTom Skinner and A118'>Ciate11 presented a Christian
du, Methodist, Baptist, Atheist or point of view lut week in reaponse to the question: ''Is Chriatia.nity a White Mq'11
Continued on p.,e 13 Religion?'' The forum wu presented by HUSA in an effort to di&cUSll the topic.
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''Educate to Liberate'',' a Howard
University-based tutQria.l program offered by the Howard! University Student Association (H tlJSA) Cummunity Enrichment unit, ~as implemented
Sept. 23 to aid D.q. area children
with scholastic and fUndamentaJ learning difficulties .
HUSA Commun jty - Enrichment
Director Yvonne Brooks coordinated
the program in conjfnction with the
D.C . public schools.
Howard voluntefs,- are sent to
Bruce-Monroe, Gag -Eckinton, and
Lewis elementary; Terrell Junior

·I

.

High School; Cardoi"' High School;

•

•

Ujamaa Shule, an independant
African elementary and junior high
school; and RAP Inc., a drug
rehabilitation . progrr':rit.
.
''As a substitute teacher at the Lincoln Bassett Elemer,tary School i~
New Haven Connecticut, I learned of
the educational, . ~motional, and·
disciplinary . problers facing many
children today," s"id Brooks.
Volunteers are allowed to choose
location, time, and age level of the
children they assist
'
''At Terrell , ma11y of the .children
come from depresSed communities ·
and have a low self esteem'' said Errol Author, dir~o of'a tutorial program at Terrell c lCcL.the cities in
schools. ''The need for 1utors is great
at our school''. ·
There are app ro'ximately 120
children enrolled for1 tUtorial services
here ~aid Author .. · t-T~e .average student 1n our progra 1s :1n the 7th to
9th grade, but their academic performance level is only th~t of a third to
seventh grader." roblem children
are removed fr m the normal
classroom situatio and are assisted
tinued on p.,e 2

Wayne JaclF.110~I To Tha Hit~

HUSA sponsored it'11 first ''Mecca Fair'' Saturday with several univeraity schools and student organizations participating.
Entertainment and food plentiful, the fair wa11 designed to bring the Howard community and 11tudenta together and to widen
their kn9wledge of each MChool and variou8 organizations.

,

'Affair' Creates Unity
.

Dwayne Boyd
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

In keeping with it's founding
themes of education, communicatioll, and unification, the Howard
University Student Association(HUSA) sponsored it s first ''Mecca
Affair : A Celebration of the Howard
Family'' on the main yard Saturday.
The event, which lasted from 12 to
6 p.m., was conceived and coordinated by HUSA's Social Activities
Director Cherry Cox, with the help
Of Assistant Directors Paul Pintella

and Chuck Onyeije. According to
Cox, the purpose of the ''Mecca Affair'' was to create a feeling of unity
among the various schoo ls at
Howard .
''ln sponsoring these events, I try
to create the air of communication,
education, and unification in a relaxed social fashion . What we tried to
accomptish here is to show that we
have 17 different schools and col·
leges, and that we are all a part of
Howard," Cox said.
Cox said that she personally went
to each dean and student council with
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the idea for the Mecca Affair and got
_very positive responses. ''All the
schools were able to attend except the
School of Medicine," she said.
''They were very enthusiastic and
wanted to attend, but they couldn't
find anyone to man their booths.''
There was no fee or charge to at tend or participate in the event. According to Cox, each school paid for
and set up it's own booth. Booths
were manned by members of the
respective school's st udent council,
student representatives, and faculty.
Pertinent information concerning the
schools and future events was passed out at the booths. Any extra costs
.for the event was taken out of the
HUSA budget. ''We used as little
money as possible,'' said Cox. ''Our
budget for this was very small\

•

In a heated meeting with the
Homecoming Committee on one side
of the Forum, the Armour J .
Blackburn University Center, and the
Pan Hellenic Council on the other,
the two organizations met to settle
their differences · so that this year's
Homecoming festivities would. not be
marred by the absence of a Greek
show.
According to -Connie Day, vice
president of the Pan Hellenic Council, the Greek organizations had a
discrepancy with the guidelines for
the Greek Show tllat were drawn up
by the Homecoming Greek show
committee without consulting with
any members of a Greek letter organziation. ••we· dOn't mind them planning the show, but you would think
there would be at least one representative of a Greek organization on
their committee," said Day.
One of the guidelines the Greeks
had trouble with was the show beil\g
noncompetitive . In a proposal signed by all but one of the fraternity and
sorority representatives to the Pan
Hellenic Council, the Greeks asked
that the show be competitive, various
amounts of prize money be given to
the first, second and third place winners, a certain amount of moD,ey be
given to the Council for future fundraising activities, and a $400 donation
be made to Africare in the name of
Howard University's Pan Hellenic
Council .
Lisa Deane, coordinator of the
Greek Show, read a letter from the
Homecoming Policy Board's Sept. IS
meeting in which the Board offered
the Greek organizations the use of
Burr Gymnasium for the event,
· security, 30 complimentary tickets
per organization, trophies, and the
use of physical facilities, but offered
no money : The budget for the .show
was set at $3,400 antl according to
Deane, tl:iere was nothing that could
be done to change that.
The Homecoming Committee
Treasurer, Jeffrey Washington, then
disclosed that the committee started

the year off with a $22,000 debt.
''Because of this,'' said Washington,
''right now, the Homecoming Concert is at stake.'' Last year's
Homecoming Committee Chairman
and this year's Homecoming _P olicy
Board Chairman, Reggie Scott explained that, ''Homeco.ming is quite
expensive and the Committee has
never had enough money, that is why
we had to resort to charging admission to some of the Homecoming

''Homecoming is
•
••
quite
expensive
'and the Committee
h(ls never had
. enough .money.''
•

. . . '' Reggie Scott '
events last year." Homecomi ng
Committee Chairperson Valerie Cannady mentioned that unlike all the
other fees here at Howard, ''the Student Activity fee has not risen since
1970'' 1,tnd that is where Homecoming gets mosts of its funds.

Scott further poinled oul that during,his tenure as Homecoming Chairman, if he could have paid every person that worked, modeled, sung,
danced and stepped, he would have,
but the funds were not there. According to Day, the Greeks were not
see king to be paid for their services,
but were only asking for a fair share
of the profits, since the Greek Show
is the most profitable Homecoming
event.
Apparently after understanding the
situation that the Homecoming Committee is in as far as funds are concerned, one fraternity member suggested that the money raised from the
Greek Show be the Pan Hellenic
Council's donation to the Homecoming in support of the Homecoming
,events which causes the committee to •
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GA Approves Loan,
GSA Fall Budget
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As well as· providing information,
some of the schools also provided
entertainment. An aerobics and tac
.
kwon do demonstration was put on
by the Health, Physic~l Education,
and Recreation Department. Shawn
Allen, a sophomore in the School of
Fine Arts sang several popular selecLinda King
tions. Howard's jazz band · also
H.,iiltop Slaff Repor1er
performed.
A $4,000 loan for Homecoming,
Cox stressed the.fact that the entertainment was free. ''The School of Howard University Student~
Fine Arts was more than happy to ciation's CHUSA) fall budget, aa
showcase its talent . Everyone show- well as fundings for other orgaed his own creativity, and that's what nizations were approved by the
Howard Is about, ''she said. Food · General Aasembly laat night.
was provided by . the Caribbean
Margie Bray, GSA merilber, said
Students Association, and for S2 a that the financial Committee, which
plate one could samJ)le a variety of held its meeting Sept. 24th, based the
traditional Carribbean dishes .
allotment of funds on the needs of
Most of the participants in the each organiza,tion presented before
event agreed that the student tum-out the coinrilittee. The committee also
was moderate at best. Dcvie Cannon, took into consideration how these
a junior in Liberal Arts, said, ''I felt funds would be best used to benefit
that the Mecca Affair was very infor- the student body as a whole.
mative, but it could have been better
Gregg Thornton, member of
_publicize9. ''
Liberal AJ:ts student council, raised
''I felt that the school of Fine Arts the question about steps that could be
represented itself very well. The taken if ,the Homecoming steering
entertainment was superb,''said Committee was not able to pay back
Monica GuidJy a senior in the Col- its loan, which is to go towards the
lege of Fine Arts. Guidry, an art ma- Homecoming concert. /1
Thus, the General Assembly decidjor, had several of her paintings on
display. ''The student tum-out was ed to set up terms in a contract in
pathetic, more people should have order to insure repayment of · the
been here. This event was not adver- ·toan. ·
tised enouah. ''
Raymond Archer, member of the

.

Homecoming Board, in disagreement
said that no strings should be attached to the loan because ''all students
will benefit, the board is very responsible, and monies will not be
squandered.''
. However terms were decided upon
stating that the contract must be sign-

'

ed by the Chairman of the Policy
Board, and Chairman of the Steering
Committee, in addition to signatures
of both the Chairman of the General

Assembly and the Chairman of the
Financial Committee. The contract

will also state that the .repayment of
the loan will be expected witllin 60
days of the ·last Homecomina event.

Although tbe·meeting last ni&ht did not have the required number of

members present, a quorum was
made by proxies who are authorized
to act in the place of abseJlt members;
thus, enabling members to approve
these matters.
The next General Assembly
meeti.n g was rescheduled to be held

on Oct . .23, inetead of Oct. 16,'
which .11 d11rin1 the week of
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In previous years it ha~ been .
recognized that there is a . distance
between .-Howard and the surrounding community that Has Created difficulties iii the relatio~ship b~tween
the two . Efforts on a continuous
basis, however, may~ ove that progress among the tw~1facets can be ·
achieved.
•
Bacbara Toller_s 1 n, J:Ioward
University commun1~~ ~elat101_1s an~
special events coordinator, said this ,
type · of gap represe"i~s . a unive,rsal
phenomenon. The ro9~ of the cause
in Howard 's commu?lly, Tollerson
suggests, is · that are' reside!lts .are
vague in understandllig the 1nst1tu-

tion's background.

not friendlr. They (Howard stud"!'ts)

quity. The University-wide Cultural

personal relationship would evolve.

vices and programs.

.

''They really don't know what the have a Holier than thou attitude, like:
university is all about,'' she concc<!es· . 'I go to Howard and you do11-'t.' It's

Committee IS responsible for concerts
:ind oth~r events held at Cramton

Although many young commuruty members believe that Howard

''It has been a general perception
that Howard University students arc

sad. Ral sad. The students are snobby, very snobby. It's th4: fact that 'I

several times a year.
In promoting area unification, the

Most importantly, elderly persons
could have someone on·whom they
could rely, said Calhoun.

snobbish and inconsiderate of the
community at large,'' said HU~A
President Eme.ry ~alhoun, ad~1ng
that uninvited l1bert1es are one direct
cause of co.mm unity fricti?n.
''-Often times you can find males
hanging around the Quad, trying to
hit on our (Howard) sisters.'' When
their advances are rejected, Calhoun
noted that misunderstan~ing prevails.
''I think it's (bad relations) because\
of the way thcfy present themselves to
the community, especially the Black
community,'' said Mark Campbell of
2620 16th St .. NW. ''People are just

go to Howard, the ultimate black current HUSA administration has
university in the country,'' said ~aken steps to focus on programs of
Campbell.
.
1~s .own ~ A 'tutoring project, conEfforts made presently and 1n the s1st1ng of student volunteers reaches
past, however, have resulted in out to area schools, including Lewis
gradual changes toward a better co- Elementary, Terrell Junior High and
existence. It is not difficult to find Cardoza High,
organizations on campus that atSeveral HUSA projects in the plan~empt to become community .ning stages are specifically targeted
involved. .
.
.
for th.e LeDroit .Park community.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity sponsors Help 1n performing duties for the
annually a Senior Citizens Apprecia- elderly is one point of interest. While
tion Day. Dedication of time and a student would fulfill such needs as
energy in c:ommunity programs is of shopping, and filling prescriptions
key importance for members of Ubi- for one persQn. a foundation for a

Another prospect is providing a

students arc ''wealthy'' and ''conceited'', both gro¥ps are taking steps

public tour of historical 'sites in the
LeDroit Park area, with senior
citizens acting as tour .guides:
A calender of events 1s provided by
Howard each semester, which ineludes seminars and workshops at the
school and throughout ihe community . Tollerson acknowledges that
many of the activities are free to the
p~~lic, and urges interes.ted indiv1duals to attend convocation, one
of the most highlighted yearly events
at Howard. She also points out 't hat
the University chapel operis its doors
to anyone who wishes to attend ser-

to alleviate this attitude.
Georgia Avenue Day is one exampie.of full ~<:'mmunity participa~i'?n·
This event 1' 'g eared toward rev1v1ng
area businesses b~ _cr~tin1 public
awareness and sol1c1tat1on for support. Howard University faculty and
students have joined in this effort in
the past.
•
. Tollerson expresses a Jl;OSitive. attitude about the future, which typifies
an overall spirit of accomplishment.
''I guess it really takes a whole lot
before you see a lot of evidence,'' she
said. ''But 1'.m optimistic.''

1

•

WHBCAirs
News,. .·. und
Sonia Y.

•

~urray

Pregnancy Outcome
Studied at H. U.

.:....~illtop Staff ieporter

Daphne Moses

This year WHBC !will Pa".e a different ''air'' about i~. Howard' s 830
AM radio station resumed broad:
casting in its 10th ye r'on the air last
week.
According to Ern t Champell, the
general manager, th y are forming a
new image-''C-83,'' IC' as in WHBC
and '83' as in 830 AM.
''Our ·mo11os are We're bringing
the music: 1owards y u' and 'We are
the station th al dare 10 be different',
said Champell.
''We have a ne"'' ormat-different
from .all other black ~tat ions. We will
real! Y. play progress~ve jazz, such as
Kenny G. a·nd Stanle;>' Jorday and the
new good sounding1welve inches including urban an conlemporary
music," he said.
''We are also ctia~ging our format
for news-similar to f HUR 's with the
"hlp of a new ~ews director,
1
sophomore, Naonii Travers," he
said. ''Thefe \•:ill, .E1tso be a show
similar to WHUR ' Daily Drum,"
said Charnpell .
''In comparison to WHUR, we
will play somethin , new that sounds
good and much qui ker than WHUR
and we will play ~- lot more dance
music and not so mµch mellow music
jn the morning. •·W.e will try to pump
you during the dayti'm e!'' said
Champel l, adding that WHBC has
also made remixes o( \!arious songs.
' According 10 di c jockey Landry
Williams who is k~own o.ii. .the air as
''Oree Dubb'', Th~re is a ·master mix
that will be aired n i::ridays. It is a
combination of d nce -.and hip hop
music and is coast cted ny Williams,
Craig Irvin (D.J .; 'Freeze'') and G.
Monty Love . '' According to th general manager,
WHBC will have ils own Top 20,
which he will be in charge of.
''This is the p~ce to learn abOu1
programming, d 'aying, news reporting and ann uncing '', said
Champell . ''We "/ill take suggestions
on what they (thq audience) want to
hear and don't w;:Jnt to hear . We also
allow people thejr own freedom to
express themselv¢;s at WHBC. ''
An eX.ample of jWHBCs' allowance
of personal freedpm among it's staff
is sophomore Troy White.
White.-is the as istant music director and jftosts as ow called ''Troy's
Sun'day Jungle'' from 3 to 6 p~ m.
Sundays.
J
''I'll play ,all extremes of music .
1

1

From Queens 'Wf. Will Rock You' to
Sesame S1reets' 'jMinah Minah' . My
program includes! wild games, dedications, gossip ... j~st a seriously wild
program. 1 want-l the audience to feel
like this is their station'' said White .
1
• 1 believe it (Trgy•s ·sunday Jungle)
is worth wile to listeners, if you're on
. the wild side!'' [
A positive re ectipn on Howard 's
campus, WHB iS: a student run station for the · award University
student.

Hilltop Staff

A Hero's Kid
Dester Kini, 90n of the late civil
rl1ht1· le•der Dr. Martin Luther
Kine. Jr., 1poke to a c•pacity crowd
tut week •bout the need to know
who our heroe1 are. King i1 ju1t one
of m1my prominent •peakers that
come to Howard'• campu• to rid •tude.nta of •pathy and to inform them
of bow South Africa, religion and
other major factor• affect their
Hvea.

A. Brown/Hilltop Staff Phot1.>1Tapher

'Where's The Black Population?_'
the brothers are alumni, doctors, friends,'' she suggested . ''Instead .of
lawyers, and the like,'' she c:ontinued. taking the bus to Geoi'getown, get off
: Hilltop Staff Reporter
Counts suggested ways in which of the bus at the South African EmHoward alumna Ceceli a Counts students Can inform others about the bassy and carry a picket sign from
spoke to a small crowd in the Afro- struggle and ways students can · 3:30 - 5:00. Three people will make
a difference.''
American Resource Center Tuesday become poli1cally active.
Counts added that students can
She also mentioned that one of the
in an effort to inform students about
the Free South Africa Movemen1 and grCatest f&rs of Black people is the write letters to local newspapers, invite speakers fron TransAfrica to
churc:h and club meetings, and have
programs in the dormitories .
n·A picture says a thousand
~rds,'' con1inued the Har1,·ard La1,11
•
School graduate. ''Students can sho"·
slides, films, and pictures about the
struggle. Ask your senator back
home what he plans to do about
South Africa . . Also, if any clubs,
churches or other organizations support a corporation that supports
South Africa, confront that organizaways in which students can become . criminal justice system, possibly be- tion," said Counts. ''We have to do
ing a major reason why students something. None are fr~ until all are
active in the figh1.
''We have the biggest, elitist, don't participate.
free.''
·
White schools demonstrating down al
''If s1udents are arrested, the
The Congressional Black Caucus
the embassy to free Sou1h Africa, but charges will be dropped," she ex- will close down its evening workshops
where · is the Black popula1ion?, '' plained. ''Although there will be a Sept. 27 and head to the White House
C:ounts asked. ''Over :70 percent of record of arrest, you are able to put along with political leaders, activists,
the participants are White. We (Tran- on a job application, where it asks and the c:ommunity to conduct a
sAfrica) get bus loads of students about a criminal record, that you ceremony of solidarity to remember
from Georgetown Univer-5ity, have never committed a crime, those in South Africa, and those who
American, Catholic and Trinity Col-. because you would not be commit- have died there in their struggle for
• freedom. All students are invited to
leges. When the Howard communi- ting a crime if you protest."
1y participates, the majority of the
Counts advised students 'to start participate.
participants are faculty.
small when they begin educating and
Students can call the number for
,..''When the fraternities such as the involving the community in the TransAfrica for more ideas and inKappas participate, the majority of movement. ''Start with your formation at 574-2550.
Kr)'Stal Bridgers

''We have the biggest elitist,

White schools demonstrating down

Continued from pace 1

Report~r

A team of Howard University
researchers has launched a major
five-year study to determine the
causes of poor outcomes of pregnan- ed by Dr. Enid Knight and Dr. Allan
cy amoilg Blac;ks, aiming to uncover Johnson of the Department of
the roots of the problem. The Na- Human Nutrition and Food, will protional Institute of Child Health and bebiochemical and dietary factors
Human Development has awarded r related to putritional status and the
$2.5 million for the study. !
outcome of pregnancy.
•
While addressing a recent conIn Project Two, medical factors
ference at the university focusing on related to intrauterine growth retarthe problem, Dr. Cecile Edwards, dation will be investigated, and
project director and dean of the specific studies will be made on the
Howard SchQQ.1 of Human Ecology, placentas of women who deliver insaid , ''Although research is current- fants. Dr . George Nolan, chairman
ly under way in several laboratories of the Department of Obstetrics and
around the world, we still do not Gynecology at the College of
know the specific causes of poor Medicine, will head this project:
pregnancy outcomes in Black populaIn Project Three, such factors as
tions.'' The conference was hosted by maternal anxiety, self esteem, and atthe university's human ecology and titudes toward pregnancy will be cor-:;
medical schools in conjunction with related · with measures of pregnancy
the Howar.d University Nutrition outcomes, such as birth weight and
Program Project, inviting some of neonatal behavior. This program will
the nation's leading experts on be headed by Dr . Ura Jean Oyemade
prenatal care and pregnancy out- and Dr. 0. Jackson Cole, both of the
comes to discuss factors affecting Department
of
Human
pregnancy outomes among Blacks.
Development .
More than 42,000 babies died in
Project Four will seek to correlate
this country in 1982 before their first food choices during pregnancy with
birthdays, according to government the lifestyles of the participants. Food
·Statistics. In 1982, the infant mortali- ·choices and life styles will be corty rate was 20.3 per 1,000 live .births related with pregnancy outcome inin the District of Columbia and in formation such as birth weight, mor1983, the D.C. rate was 18.2.
bidity and mortality of the infants.
The mortality rate for Black in- Dr . Allan Johnson of the Departf ants nationally in 1982 was 19.6 per ment of Human Nutrition and Food
1,000 live births compared to the and Dr. Cecile Edwards will serve as
overall national average of 11 .5 the principal investigators of Project
deaths per 1,000 live births.
Four.
Ed,wards indicated that ''the
According to Edwards the findings
overall objective of the study is to
correlate nutritional, medical, of the study will enhance efforts to
psychological,
c ultural, improve the outcomes of pregnancy
socioeconomic ' and other en- in low income women nationally as
vironmental factors, life-styles and well as throughout the world where
food choices with the outcorr1es of low socioeconomic status, inadequate
pregnancy in 600 nulliparous maternal diets and other disadvan(previously non-child bearing) tages exist.

GCI Announces Events

at the embassy to free South Africa "

Greek Show
Discussed

Angela Brothers
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Upcoming events for Howard
University students were announced
recently at an Open House sponsored
by Great Commission International
(GCI).

The Great Commission International is a Christian organization
comprised of professionals, experts,
and students. It began in 1970 in Coforado at which time it was a movement of student leaders dedicated to
helping each other define and attain
their goals while .maintaining a
healthy relationship with God.
Today GCI has expanded to over
100 U.S. cities and six other nations
II of which inc:lude about 7 ,000
workers. The organization has been
in the Washington area for about a
year. ·
·
dne of GCl's main goals is to
spread true spiritual multiplication
and in doing so letting people know
that 1•1 Christianity is not one dimensional, but_permeates all aspects of a
person's life," according to Dan Ba-
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Bob Walters, 3rd Year Law Student, H.U. law School
john Davis, Jrd Year Law Student , H.U. Law School

Forur, Blackbum c:enter .
Howrw Unive~·
Receptim imrnedately
fdkmi~ in the Art Callely

NeP-tive: David Anthony Lock. 3rd Year law Student,
Inns of Court School of Law
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ty, the organization's natioiialcoordinator.
With this in mind, Baty and other
members sponsored an Open house
on Howard's campus in an attempt
to meet the needs of students through
certain activities.
Throughout this semester GCI will
be conducting activities such as a
Black Classic Film Festival, a Career

Planning and Job Search Seminar,
and a Maximum ·, Study Power
Seminar which will take place in the
Human Ecology Auditorium. Classic
films 's cheduled to be shown are
''Learning Tree'' at 7 p ..m.

September 20, "A Raisin In the Sun"
'O\t

7 p.m. September 27 and ''The

;.utobiography of Miss Jane Pittman'' at 7 p .m. October 4.

The Career Planning and Job
Search Seminar will be held October
15 at 7:30 p.m. while the seminar on
Maximum Study Power is tentatively set for November 5.
Upcoming events on the agenda
for next semester includes aerobics
classes, a goal setting and time
management seminar, and a nutrition
and fitness Seminar.

-

lose money. After a short discussion,
all non-Greeks were asked to leave
the room so that the Pan Hellenic
Council CQUld discuss the matter' Continued from pilce 1
among themselves. About 45 minutes
later, the Pan Hellenic Council Presi- .on a one-to-one basis until their perdent, Howard Ringer, announced fonnance improves, Brooks added.
The function of tutors at the Lewis
that, ''We've (the Pan Hellenic
Council) decided to support the Elementary School would be conHomecoming Committee's proposal siderably different from those at the
with a copy of the exact budget pro- terrell Junior High, because the
vided to us (after the show is over).'' children are younger. Teaching
In an effort to work hand in hand rudimentary skills such as tyina shoe
with the Council, Cannady then ex- laces, buttoning shirts, distinguishing
plained to Ringer that the Homecom- colors and shapes are examples of the
ihg Committee will need to know the unusual tasks of a ltindergarten tutor.
jud1cs and the · jud~na criteria in Older students who have advanced to
order to keep both parties happy and the highly technical skills of reading,
to make the event succasful. Ringer writing, and arithmetic may have difadded, 11 From the reaction I got (in ficulties mastering their subject
the closed door meet.in&), the overall matter.
"Not all learning difficulties stem
attitude is that everyone wants to
step.••
"
from poor upbringins or broken
The Greek show for the 1985 homes,'' said Lavern Cozzen, prinHomccomina ''Metamorphosis,•• cipal of the Lewis Elementary
will be presented on Wednesday, Oc- School. The tutor also · witches the
·. ~~r d~t ~:~~:m. Jn the John H. child while teachina him to try to

Tutorial

•

women residing in the Washington
Metropolitan area.
The study will consist of four
separate but related projects which ·
will progress si~ultaneously over the
five-year period. Project One, head-

ProgramBegi~

detect the source of his problems.

Behavioral pattemS lik:C sQuinting
might suggest that the child may need
an eye examination.
''The success of the children is not
due to the efforts of the tutor alone,''
said Cozzen. ' 1The culminated efforts
of the parents, principal. teacher, and
tutor help to elevate a student to his
fullest potential.••

Alane Sullivan, a junior IOOloCf
major, aaid that ehe "'"'8 to ~
Program becauae 1he wu con·
cerned about the low ooci•l mid
econodiic IevOI of Block• in the
American oociety. She~ in
the atrenrth or her indi")'idual
elfort to "attack the root. al the
problem•.
"I know that I ha.., at le·• one
hour a asokto+mate,"lbo 11!d "I
want to tutor t1--i11 1w lb; h•MM
t.han .,..if and sift •• 1ftiac
back to the cnmmunity.•
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Local Koreans Under
Juanita Thompson

'

Hilltop Staft" Ropo""r

-

Seven Korean businesses located in the heart of predominantly Black communities on Georgia
Ave. have been bombed over the
past ten months. Police have no
clues.
According to Richard Pennington, inspector for community
affairs for the D.C. police department "handbornbs were thrown at
the businesses between 2:30 and
5:30 a .m. as a result there was

force to find motives and the

ing Koreans, because we own about 80 percent of the little mom
and pop stores in their comm~n
ity. ''
It's easy for Koreans to get a

Fourth District is out patrolling
the area because we have specific
problems and patterns involved.''
The Korean task force which
_was formed on May 30th by Chief loan and it's hard for Black people

''The best thing for them to do is get
people from the community to work and
'
alleviate
the language problem.'' ·

massive damage to the exterior
and minor damage to the interior
for all of the businesses except the

cleaners which was almost wiped
out.
There have been 6 other bombings including the most recent one
on August 29th at the Korean
Times newspaper company, 4817
Georgia Avenue at 4:30 a.m .

.·

The arsons began in December
with a Korean-owned · grocery
store at 400 Kennedy Street, NW.
''It could be because of racial
hostilities," Pennington ~id , ''or
extortion; we just don't know at
this time."
Ilhol Kim, manager of the Korean Business Association, said
'
'it's probably just some young high
school gangster trying to make a
A BrownlH1lltop Stalf f'hocotrnpher
joke.''
Pennington said, 4'eventually
The Korean Tlm~· N1ewa.paper Co. located on 4817 Geol'gia Ave.iNw was the most
recent Korean bus1e~s to be firebombed. in the Georgia Ave. community.
someone is going to get hurt, so
we've established the Korean task

-....,.. .,. . ,__

Turner, includes a team of six investigators and fire department
officials who have interviewed

to get a loan and that's how the
probler_D started. They're jealous,"
said Cho.
According to Pennington, BIB.ck
people owned the same stores he-

Black and Koreans in the Georgia
Ave. community.
Kim said, "since 80 percent of
small businesses in D.C. are run
by Koreans, there naturally is a
highpossibilityfortheseincidents , ''It's easy for
to ~ur."
•
~
"But," Kim continued, "I dis- it's har 10r

stores over; Blacks spent a lot of
money in them. They (Koreans)
were selling items at the same ·

prices as the blacks-if not higher."
Clifton West, President of the
Lowei' Georgia A venue BusineSB
and Professional Corporation,
said, ''yes, Blacks owned the
stores, but because of economic
reasons and poor management,
they had to close down."
"It's hard for Black people to get
loans or to get their family members to man a store for fourteen
hours a day in exchange for food
and board, which is what the Koreans are doing,'' he said.
''The problem is that they come
in the community and set up stores
but don't have anyone from thf:
commun~ty to work. Also, the

nd

·

Koreans to get a loan a
d
B lack people to get a loan
and that' S hoW the problem Started,
They're jealons. ''

ag1~ with the Washington media
that it has anything to do with our
relationship to Black people."
''We have a good · relationship
with neighborhood, even though
we can't speak English well . There
is no problem-everything running smooth."
1
However, Hyun Cho, son of the
president of the Korean Business
Association said, ''there is co.n flict
between the Black and the operat-

Fire
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•
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fore the Koreans took them over.
''The problem," he said, ''was

problem has to do with communication," West said.

that Black people didn't frequent
Black owned stores. They said the
prices were too high, for example,
but when the Koreans took the

West said, '"the best thing for
them to do is get people from the
community to work and alleviate
the lan~age problem.''

An ·Iyst Gets Firsth.a nd View of South Africa
you didn't go tQ the areas whenl
the television cameras to then
Hilltop
Reporter
that "will have very fundamental "you would have no idea that there
Over the past /.twelve months,
long term effects on the future of were massive political problems in
South Africa." Butler said that one
most Americans have viewed the
Butler said that in light of the South Africa."
situation in Sout~ Africa via their suspension of South Africa's for''The really important change does not get the feeling of "tentelevision scre,ns . But a few eign exchanges, the problems that that has not been quite well un· sion'' or "animosity" in South Africitizens have ha9 the· opportunity the krugerrand has been ex- derstood here is the decision on the ca, adding ''it would be easy to
to visit the continent and see periencing, and the recent . an- issue of citizenship.': replied Bu~ think that there is no problem
•
South Africa firs
nd. Dr. Stuart nouncements by th~ government er. Butler added that "Here its be- there, that's
an interesting imButler has been one of those in- concerning citizenshiip, ''it was en criticized that they're not real · pression, its a misktaken impresdividuals.
quite an interesting period to be rights, etc .. .. while that's true sion, but it is an impression you
the other side of the coin is that in get."
Butler is the director of Domes- there.''
Butler said that he spoke with a
Butler said that "there was both the Afrikane~ mind they have
't ic policy studi~ for the Heritage
Foundation, a Washington based an increase in the general anxiety basically given up on 'whatthey wide range of persons in the South
African community. they included
research group. ;IHe visit.ea South 1n the white community ... and thought to. be the ultimate solualso a Bell¥ of urgency about the tion which is to create a sort of the finance minister, bU.siness
Africa for 2 weer. during the lat- need for pretty fundamental re- European community.'' Butler leaders in both the white and
ter part of Augu t. Butler's travels
Black community, person-a in the
took him to thj Johannesburg/ forms and a frustration that the said that now that the citizenship
foreign affairs portion of governCapetown area fnd to the some of government wasn't moving fast issue has been overcome, it will ment who are dealing with tfie
the homelands near Mozambique. enough ... it was a feeling that the force the government into an possibility of disinvestment, and
government is beginning to move. "alternative solution" to the sysHe was disrour4ed from going insome journalists. Butler said that
in the right direction, but not fast tem of apartheid.
to the Soweto
a for reasons · of
enough.''
Commenting on how the coun- the majority of the persons which
safety.
.
Butler said that the kinds of re- try looked, Butler said "It looks he ·spoke with were white. he did
It was the .J,nd trip to South forms being talked about now are extremely stable." Butler said this because "that's the commun·
Africa that Butjler had made this ''ideas that have been under dis- that you co'uld travel around most ity that's going to be pivotal; if
year, with the l?revious one being cussion for years ... certainly of the areas 1 South Africa and if we're going to get any kind of

c Timothy R!.j ·Harmon
.

in March. Butler made observations on some of the differences
that he noticed between his earlier
visit and this one.

s4
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many, many months." Butler said
that these reforms are the type

peaceful change ... change with
limited violence, its going to depend upon the white community to
make those decisions, therefore I
was more interested in them."
Butler said of the people in
South Africa on the sanctions
issue-', ''nobody likes sanctions''.
Butler added that "its difficult to
know exactly in the Black COm!l'unitv what'the feeling on sane-

11
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District Looking Towards Interstate Banking
Y"on,~e

.

Brooks

Hilltop S aff-Rcpor1er

In a 10-0 vote earlier this month,
the D.C. City C3uncil approved a bill
that would allowi District bankingjn.
stitutions to participate in limited interstate. banMj.ng iz.!th l l southeastern
states, 11)clu8lng _.~~ryland, Virginia,
1
Alabama and Georgia.
·
One proposed amendment to the
bill, according
Caus1on Toney,
legislative ass~stant to council
member Charlep.e Drew Jarvis (DWard 4), was anl' 'early entry'' clause
that was rejected by the council.
''This provisionl'would have. allowed
certain out-of-ktate bankiQg and
holding compa?ies to establish institutions in the/District earlier than·
.
others if they agreed to make specific
Gail Stallings
revenue and j4b generating comHilltop Staff Reporter
mitments to tlie District,'' Toney
said.
I .
A recent appeal to bring imprisonCouncil mern.P<:r Frank Smith (D- ed African National Congress leadef
Ward 1) supported a ''trigger amend- Nelson Mandela to Howard Univerment that according to Smith ''would sity Hospital for medical treatment
have allowed ~ig Ne.W York type was the subject of press conference
banks to come ir.to D.C. after·a two held Monday afternoon at the
year period pro~idcd that .they would hospital .
___ ~
lend money i1nto neighborhood
ThC 67-year-old Mandela is suffCrdevelopment projects that local
ing from an enlarged prostate gland
banks won't to~ch.''
''If in two years "local banks ha.ve ~· and c~ts on his liver and right kidney
not been able t~ do what they should · that aJl requi~~ surgery. According to
Mandela needs imin terms of development
investments Fauntroy,
1
in the District, t
the big New York mediate medical care; yesterday
banks can co e in,'' said cquncil would not have been soon enough for
member Polly . hackleton (D-Ward a 67-year-old man.''
Fauntroy said the idea for the ap3).
peal to bring Mandela to the univer· The bill is prCf"ntly pending Mayor sity's
hospital for treatment came
t Marion Barry's approval. If it is pass- because
of reservations Sout~
ed, in three y~
' s the City Council African physicians have in treating
will hold a· pu lie hearing to determine. the benc its of expanding in- Mandela. Recent reports say these
physicians feel that if something were
. terstate banki1nationwidc, accor- to
happen to Mandela while under
ding to Toney.
'.'Council m her Jarvis does not their care. it coUld be misinterpreted
as pre-meditated.
want the local Ijank• to be faced with
'
The
appeal
will
involve the signing
bdn1 bousht out.by larger banks like
a single statement by eight ml\iPr
Citicorp that coUld easily buy out 'any of
world leaders: His Majesty Juan

fo

•

....._r

bank in the District,'' said Toney.
She said the unamended. bill permits
local banks to expand, grow and
compete with banks of the same size.
''Q uite frankly, what council
member Jarvis did by supporting the
bill without the amendments was to
give the banks time to look at their
investment policies in the District,"
said Toney.
According to Robert Pincus, preSident of the D.C. National Bank, local
banks have already been helping in

development plans and his bank will
continue to do even more. Pincus
said , ''Sovran Financial Corporation
of Virginia has agreed to acquire
D.C. National Bancorp, our parent,
and has made committments to
develop our community input.''

''The D.C. Bankers Association
has pledged $1.5 million to the
Neighborhood Economic Development Corporation, and also seeks to
sell the remaining 3.5 million shares
to the private sector,'' sa!d Toney.

Fauntroy Pushing Mandela's
Releas'e for Treatment al H. U.

a

.\

A 5-year-old research center of excellent reputation, we have processed
over 100,CXXl students.
-:- Private scholarships and other financial aid offered by cOrporations,
philanthropic org.anizations, churches, military service organizations and wealthy
individuals.
- Scholarships for business schools, 1rade schools, art schools, junior colleges,
4-year colleges and graduate schools.
' -f
-

''This is the only opportunity we
are going to get to extract investments
from banks," said Smith . According
to Toney, there is a move at the
federal level that will eventually
legislate nationwide interstate
banking.
''There are no direct fe.dei'al
benefits that come from enacting interstate ban.king,'' said Toney.
''However, our tax revenues will increase because
the greater influx
of money frorp bank mergers .
''More capital wiU be available for
diversification· and modification so
that banks can provide more services
to the customers. Also, more capital
will be available for lending and this
will create jobs and increase development," said Toney.

'An investment in our service is an investment in your future'

FOR MORE INFORMATION-CALL (202)
646-1123
OR WRITE TO·
SCHOLARSHIP RESEARCH SERVICES
P.O. Box 8120
WASHINGTON, DC 20024

or

----------------------------------

Carlos of Spain, King B3udouin of
Belgium, His Excellency Rudolf Kirchschlaeger of Austria, former Ambassador Pierre Trudeau of Canada,
President Willy Brandt of Germany,
former Congreswoman Shirley
.Chisholm, community le.a der Coretta Scott King and former President
Jimmy Carter.
·11owarcf UniverSlty President
James E. Check and Vice President

for Health Affairs Carlton P. Alexis
were both at the conference. Alexis
said if conditions do not allow
Mandela into the United States for
care, the hospital will consider sending a medical team to South Africa
to treat him.
Fauntroy, after being advised by
delegates representing 20 nations,
_received responses from Bishop Desmond 'Tutu and Winnie Mandela,
Nelson's wife. Both favored the idea
and urged him in the appeal.
At the conference, Fauntroy said
that he and his staff were working
hard to expedite the process. Still, he
said, ''I cannot give a specific time
frame when indeed we will have a
response from the South African
government.''

A Major Breakthrough in Education''

FINANCIAL AIDS AND SCHOLARSHIPS FOR COLLEGE
ARE AVAILABLE-ONLY IF YOU KNOW WHERE!!
ALMOST HALF A BILLION DOLLARS OF COLLEGE
FINANCIAL AID WENT UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!! WE
.
CA TELL YOU HOW TO GET .IT FOR COLLEGE!!

.
'

look at the leadership in the Black
community on the issue you will
find deep division. he pointed out
that on the one hand you have the
chief of the Zulu tribe opposed to
sanctions, the African National
Congress endorses the idea offon:·
ing the South African government
intQ changes with economic ilanctions.
·
'

SCHOLARSHIP
RESEARCH SERVICES

j'
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tions is." Butler notes ·that if you
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M anotti L. Jenkins

On Barry, Farrakhan and Zionism
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at Happened?
Do s it Concern Us?
'

Outside- he busy doors of the Blackbum Center on Septem·
ber 13, p ople passed going in and out, seemingly not
recognizin~

what was going on. That day, th~ Howard Uni-

.versity Studen~ Association (HUSA) held a ''Freedom Rally''

The recent repudiation of Na- allegiance of the majority of hi$ ties against the Palestinian people, who for centuries occupied the
tion of Islam leader Minister Louis constituents to Fahakhan?
Farrakhan by D. C. Mayor Marion
Let's take a brief look at the es- land now known as Israel. Zionist
Barry and several other political sence of Farrakhan's greatly activities are currently taking
· figures quite clearly reveals the heralded remarks. Basically, what , place in various places throughout
power of political Zionism within he has said is that Zionist leaders the world, primarily within the
the American power structure. As give the semblance of concern for settler:colonialist, racist trio nareported by the Washington Post the plight of African descendents, tions of Israel, South Africa, and
and other establishment news but in actuality, they are not. He the U.S. In Israel, these activities
media, ''Jewish community lead- has referred to them as ''wicked take the form of expansionism, iners," i.e., Zionists, pressured Barry exploiters'' on several occasions. If stitutionalized racism, and ecoto the extent that he denounced · these state:riients lack validity, nomic exploit.a tion against the
Farrakhan, a man who the masses
surviving Palestinians. In. the
of African deecendents in America then why is it that many-Zionist- U.S. and South Africa, they are
owned businesses in Black comrespect and listen to, before the In- munities throughout America primarily manifested in ruling
terfaith Conference of Metropoli- charge such outrageous prices? class exploitative actions, gross
tan Washington.
How can you be concerned with accumulation of wealth, political
Not only does this reveal the theplightofapeopleandthencon- lobbying, and the sending of fi.
pervasiveness of .Zionist political tinue to virtually rob them of the nance capital to the illegitimate
state of Israel.
and economic power, but it also
substantiates my and others' posi- little re sources they have by
Returning to our discussion of
charging
ridiculous
prices?
I
realtion that mayors of African deBarry, it is important that we recscent in America are primarily ize that all Jews, or people whose ognize that a very large percontrolled by finance capita l , religious affili~tion is Judaism , 'centage of the mayor's 1978 and
whether it com es from Zionist are not guilty of this, but it ·i s the 1982. campaign donations came
individuals who subscribe tO Zionfinanciers or other exploitative ism, a political movement, under from · Zionist sources. Barry recapitalists. Just think about it. t he guise of Judaism, that are ceived substantial contributions
from Zionist financiers such as
Washington, D. C. has a 70 per- guilty.
· Holtzman and Platz Enterprises,
cent or better Black population,
8
and as was reported by the Post
What is political Zionism? In the Gertrude Stein Demo Club
this past summer, a large per- ~h~:t· it i.s a political movement CampaignFUnd,SamuelJ. Rosencentage of this number, across 1n1t1ated 1n the early part of the stein Real Estate businessmen
socio-economic class barriers, sup- 20thcenturybyacliqueofEastern Bernard H. Goldsiein and John
port Farrakhan greatly. Well isn't Europeans who had ''conVerted'' to Clyburn , bankers Jeffrey Cohen
it pecular that a Black mayo·r. who the Jewish faith . These in- and Leo H . Berstein and a host of
was intricately involved in the dividuals felt a need for a ''J ewish others. Can Barry truly represent
civil and human rights struggle nation'' and. for this reason, they ttie interests of our people in D.C.
before he was elected, would used c~rtain Biblical symbols to and at the same time ''sell out'' to
embrace the appeals of Zionist fig- justify their racist, settler col- Zionist mone.y? It seems ti? me that
ures at the expense of the obvious onia list. and expansionist activi- people of Afr:ican descent 1n Amer•

with empl;tasis on the oppressive syste,m in South Africa,
which hasl been historically supported b)r the United States

,
While the majority of the students on the yard were enjoying the Gtjeek step show, another large portion was.hanging
around the area where rally Participants congregat;ed. Consequently1Ttwice during his address to the students on South
Africa, H l'SA President Emory Calhoun was forced to stop
~overnmept .

and requ~st <Jlfi~~~ , fro~ the ''rude brothers . ~nd sisters'' who
refused td pay attention to the message being relayed.
We bel~eve these disrespectful actions by some of our studen ts is jµst indicative of the attitudes of the other Black
· colleges and universities in this country ,particulary since we
;:. supposedly set the trend for oth er Black institutions. ·
Univerfiities and young people have in the past proven that
post-se~o dai-y institutions are the stomping-ground for
activism, protest, and revolutionary ideology. Presently, we
are fac with a condition fostering jus~ that response on
college a?d university campuses around th.e country.
Yet the role of Black universities in denouncing oppression
in Sout~ )Africa has been meek. Oh sure, we have made an
occassional visit or two to the South African Embassy -on
designa d days , but for the most part, enjoying our freedom
to watch the step show has prevailed.
Thoug many people may accuse us of beating a dead
horse, w feel that until editorials of this nature are proven
wrong, w~ will con_tinue to call on our student population and
those at other Black schools to become more vocal and active
against fpartheid.
~
The irOny of the situation is that White students have been
very vocAl and active. Look at some of the things the students
at Harvard, Columbia, ,Jnd the University of California at
Berkele~ are doing. Even if students at Black institutions

don't retly care about apartheid, it seems t hat we would at
least no want White students to do more than we are doing to
end the , xploitation of our own people.
What}1as happened to our zeal? What has happened to our
dignity~ What has happened to our prideJ What has hap·- '
pened l<j our minds? What has happened to our race? See if
you can answer these questions and maybe You will have the
solutio to our problems.

·AlY..cee J. Lane

Revolutionaries For Jesus Christ?
I am a bit perplexed by a quota-

tion I read in a HILLTOP article
"Husa Plans New Year" (8/30/85).
The quotation was a s tatement

made by Howard University Student Association Vice-Pr~ident
Bryant Moore, which read, ''Emory and I itre revolutionaries for
Jesus Christ ... the ~hi ngs that
Jesus fought against were all elements of · injusti.ce and persecution

Christ''?
Recently, I finished reading a
book of quotations of the great
Mahatma Ghandi, in which the
late leader of India referred to
himself as a ''revolutionary for
Christ'', and who said, in his revolutionary spirit, that ''the meaning of refusal to own allegiance ·i s
clear. You will not bow to the supremecy of the victor. You will not
help him to attain his object." I
w.o nder if Moore bases his definition on a Ghandian perspective. _

... "The statement perplexes me,
for I am not quite-sure what Moore
means by ''revolutionaries for
Christ.''
Many times I have heard the . -~ hrist was indeed a true.revolutionary. Moore stated that Christ
term used. by those who feel they
are revolutionaries for Christ. fought · against ''elements of inJust recently for instance, I watch- justice and persecution." Actually,
ed Rev.(?) Jerry Falwell call peo· Christ did not fight against the
pie to join him in being revolu- ''elements''; He fought against intionaries for Christ. This is ihe justice and persecution in their
same man who claimed that ''Neg- entirety.
roes prefer segregation'', and that
For instance, Christ spoke up for
''Bishop Tutu is a phoney''. This is the poor, encouraging mankind to
the exact same ' 1ievolutionary'' make their lives as bearable as
who firmly upholds the fascist doc- possible; He spoke out against the
trine of America's far-right. Does injustice women suffered in his
Moore subscribe to the Falwellian time, thereby setting an example
definition of ''revolutionaries for for all men to follow; He spoke out

against greed , corruption , and
racism; He healed the differently
abled, thereby setting another example to follow. Jesus spoke out
against all that is corrupt in society and that erodes the humanity
of human-kind.
'

When Moore claims that he and
Calhoun are revolutionaries for
Christ, then I·suppose this means
they will be Christ-like. Will they,
in terms of Howard University, be
revolutionary and speak out
against such cozy and unholy deals like t he one recently consummated by Dr. Bledsoe (Pardon
me. I mean, of course, Dr. Cheek)
and proctologist Rodman Rocke·
feller, thereby calling, as Jesus
did, vipers ''vipers'' and pharisees
''pharisees''? Will they speak out
against the administratiOn's
assault on the Afro-American
Studies department, and its indifference to the unholy war in the
English department? Will Moore
· and Calhoun address the unprece·
dented self-hate evident among
out students, many of whom, with

Letter to the Editor
-Editor-in-Ohief
Carol D.

'f' 1.nn

Managing Editor
Lanita Pac~

•
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ica support Farra~han 's statements and hie ''boldneBB'' in the
face of capitalism's "powers that
be," but our elected officials are
intimidated by finance capital.
Barry has been invited to Israel
by Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek. His trip, is scheduled for next
month. It will be very interesting
to see if a Black mayor, elected by
a three-fourths Black city, will
accept the invitation by a mayor
from a country founded upon
thievery and mass murder and
playing a major role in the cont inued exploitation and oppression of Black people in South Afri.
ca. I guess nobody should be surprised ifhe does accept this invita·
tion, since he too is a mayor within
a country founded upon thievery
and mass murder and also supports apartheid. Well, if he doesn't
accept the invitation, I'm sure his
Zionist campaign financiers will
label him anti-semi.tic~nd he
probably couldn't win re-election.
With these thoughts in mind, we
1
as an oppressed people must begin
to open our minds to alternative
economic systems. Since capitalism and its upholders, Zionists and
puppet alack mayors, suCh 8s Barry and Thomas "Uncle Tom'' Bradley of Los Angeles, denounc~ our
legitimate leader s, this system
can't be for us. Let's elevate our
minds above propaganda and deceit.
Mr. Jenkins is editorial editor of
the Hilltop .

•

their beautiful brown faces sur-

rounded by shimmeringblonde-locks, are desperately
seeking Whiteness?
And in terms of the world community, will they be Christ-like
enough to speak out against racism, sexism, poverty, ~. imperialiSm, and hunger? I await their reply in action. :
· ·
But perhaps I am going too far. I
hear my critics whisper that I am a
cynic, that the HUSA administration has not had time to do anything. Well, to that I say I am not a
cynic, that I have faith that Moore
and Calhoun will demonstrate
that they are Christ-like revolutionaries, in the truest sense of the term .
But we shall sec.
Jesus said that a good tree produces good fruit, and a bad tree
produces bad fruit. I hope that
HUSA produces good fruit. But I
am, at the ssme time, thoroughly
cognizant of the ax that sits
against the trunk of the tree.
Ms. Lane is an editorial writer
for the Hilltop.
,
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A Response From the Purple and Gold

To whom it may concern, in· response to the article presented in
an earlier issue of the Hilltop concerning Greek apathy during
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Beth Hill
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Kol!JGarry Denny
Jeffery Jerrels
long does the effect last if society is
MKI
saying something contrary, while
Joey T. Seisay
'nothing is being done to ''back-up''
what we need to he aware of
•
All-this talk ot. revolu tio~ ihat
aurroun~s H.U.S.A. ia beginning
All leners-to-l~itor are read with interest, .though space may no! al low us to print each
one. Sut?missioAs should be typed and double-spaced, and no longer than SOO words. The · to sou11d more and more like a recdeadlinefOflettf is Monday S p .m. Writ.e : The Hilltop, 22 17 Fourth Street, N.W., Washingo~ that ~played it.self out. We
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"old" tunea of how things are sup''lilt opinions n
on !he fd110ri.lll ~al T1t.t Hi/bop do no1 ~ly ~ the opinions al How..d i.lnlWMy, ib
~min iMr~ion . !he illiop ~rd or the MUdem bod'(.'"
·
paaed to be and how thinp are :
gonna be. All talk and no action ia
a "front" and a form of cowardice

because it says that you are afraid
to confront issues in a manner
' '
th at's necessary.

In the past semesters here at the
''so-called'' Black Mecca, we have
worked diligently in tlie struggle
for Black awareness and student
participation by performing various seminars
and social action
•
events annually. There is no effort
that we have not aided in the cause
of Black liberation. Most of us here
are in our laat years at Howard
University and things that existed
when we were freshmen still exist.
Howard University has always been seen by us as an institution
with great capability of taking a
group of disenfranchised people
and turning them into a productive people iii a aqciety that does
not care about them. Efforts such
as these demand that we asoiat
e&ch other for both our organization lljld HUBA attract m••oes of
Black students. But t•lking about
what ' we have already been introdUced to doee not raise theee
efforts to their highest potantial.

I Anybody can talk as a means of
s·e lf-expression. Black people
usually talk very, very well. But
all this talking does not keep
money in our communities, it does
· not bring any aid to our people in
South Africa, and furthermore, it
does not bring us any closer to the
realities that make up our social
existence .
As a national Black organization, one of our primary foundations is the promotion of brotherhood among men with similar
ideas of fellowship. We feel we exhibit this quality very well, not for
Howard, but for ourselves. We
''step'' not to entertain, but to display our existence and love for one
another 88 well 88 the concepts
and beliefll of our beloved organi·
zation. In "stepping," we generate
heat; the fire which comes from
our heat ~ a tsndency to spark
onlookers wlio too would like to
share in thia eelf-expt cteion.
As a fraternity whooe goal lies in
community effort and brotherly

undentanding, we come \otl9ther
u a whole and we meet
.
- OW'
- - pl•,
I

,

But as an organization whose goal
is to meet student concerns and
eliminate student apathy, do you
meet yours? If you cannot "get"
with what we do, then leave us
alone, but do not talk about us because your problems are our p~
lems and they are still 11nsolved.
You need to be more objective in
your efforts and assessing the
efforts of others. As one of m•ny
solutions to the problems that ex·
isl, we suggest that you unite with
Greek organizations t.o deviae new
tactics and strategies to bring about the vision of unity. Topther
we can complete the vision for we
would rather "see" a 1ermon than
to "bear" one anyday. We would
prefer one walk with us rather
than to ah.ow us the way. The eye ia
a better pupil and mollie willing
tlian the ear. Advice may be mialeadiq but namplee are alwaya
clear.
Geomey M. JackBuileus

Alpha Chapter, Ou op Pwi Phi.
Fraternity, Inc.
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Afro ·Art

U. • Celebrates 40th,
U.S. Policy De
•

ited
at HU.
.

Clara

Ap~lewhaile

Hilltop S r Writer

'

Barbara Jane ~ullock, a Phila·
delphia artist, is a soft-spoken, intense, Black woman who has ex·
hibited extensiv.ely in cities
throughout the United,.States
since 1962. Her present exhibition, "Initiation ~d Night Songs'',.
is on show at the i1:1oward University Gallery of Aj't through Oct;or
berl2. Thisexhibitioncontains30
pieces iricluding pa!ntings and a
few soft sculptures. K waku OforiAnsah, assistant Professor of Afri-

•

'I

'
-1

can Art, has Written an in-

I

' · troductory paper and prepared a
series of slide leetures and panel
discuss.ions fo ~ presentation
throughout the 'howing. Ansah
describes Bulloc~'s work as having "discernable <tJ'rocentric char;
\ acteristics'' whic she expresses
\
through form, sty e, technique and

content.
Her paintings can be divided into three' calA!gori4s: Gouache, pen
and ink, and a~rflic . Her softsculptures, as d~seribed by Bullock, are pieces calle<l ''Suman'', an
African word thai means spiritual
forms. She uses sh.c h materials as
fibers, fabrics, an}mal hide, shells,
bones, beads, mefdl, bells and an
assortment of found objects that
are typical of the ~rican tradition
to embellish the ~Orms. She sews,
weaves, embroif.iers, and knots
these objects tol!~ther so as to "con·
jure up a strik1Ifg emotion.al 1m- pact;."
.I
.•
Curator ~ exJ)lairu;i the es·sence of initiatif in the African
tradition and ho the thfe me was
so approximate} and effectively
trealA!d by Bull<)ck. Through research, Ansah fOund that ''intiation is an Africah traditional rite
of pa88age-a ~ghly inlA!gralA!d
social instituti?n for religiouspolitical orient.afion and practical
training." Among varous traditional African
ieties, the most
important custo is considered to
be; the decidiqg actor in giving a
boy or girl a sta us of manhood or
1

Laura Bigmiin
Soecial
the Hilltop

Fortieth birthdays are more
oft.en causes for sober reaeae88ment than for happy celebration;
For the United Nations, 1985's f
milestone is no exception.
The international agency has
provided an essential forum for all
member countries and achieved
far more than ita critics recognire
but there is little reason 'to be satWied with its current stalA!, par·
ticularly at a time when U.S. foreign policy toward the agency is
defensive and ambivalent.
For third world countries, which
make up the majority in the
General Assembly, the United.Na;
tions system is an important avenue for economic 888istance and
forum in which they can· expreea
their viewpoints alongside the maJor powers.
Moreover, they are able to put
iBBuee such as decolon~tion and
racism on the agenda especially
since each country has equal vot·
ing power in the Assembly.
Dr. Nikolaos A. Stavrou, professor of political science and international affairs at Howard University, said, 'The U.N. provides
the fll'Bt step in the international
forum for legitimacy and recogni·
Kwaku Ofori-Ansah
tion for two-thii-da of the member
countries.''
Dr. Mervat F. Hat.em, associate
womanhood. This custom is a thebrokenfamilyunittodayr This
schoolofte:Chnicalandsociologica-l includes the drifting away from . profe880r of political science at Howard, also said, "Black and third
training that IA!aches the partici· family unity and morals, the impants in symbolic thinking. The portance of the extended family world countries view the U.N. as
process involves three stages: sep- tradition of passing on one's skj.11 an international vehicle to voice
aration from the past, a period of. and knowledge from one genera- their grievances."
Dr; Ntalaja Nzongola, Professor
s us pen de.d existence, and tion to the next, and the signifireintegration into the community cance in "Initiating'' the youths to of African Studies at Howard said,
as an adult member. The role of adulthood. One can look into these "It also helps to save expenses for
the individual as either man or · images as a solution to problems, third world countries. Rather than
woman is clearly affirmed through because; Bullock tactfully shows having embassies all over ' the
the appropriate ritual. In this way, the importance and need for initia- · world, you can use the U .N. or
Ansah states of Bullock, ''It is a . tion and ritual in a given society. New York to negotiate with other
countries."
fitting expressioiiOt the inte~itY These aspects help form a bonding
of her emotional communion with relation-ship ~ong those who
the eBSence of this time (custom}-- practice them. For this reason, one
honored rite of passage, as well as cannot help but ag1€e in the valid8. demonstration of her ancestral ity of her statement that the famiheritage."
ly unit should be considered' the
''Initiations and Night Songs" as integral nucleus of the Black cOm· ·
a whole, addresses the problem of munity.
I

•

iname through the West Indies ·
and Centi-al America to southern
Africa. The group uses poetry,
"It's no won~r that ~ts are drum and song. ''Fight oppression,
am~ng the firs~
be arr~sted and fight 'humiliation, be alert," sang
killed in thosep~ces where libera- Rubina Smith. "Southern Africa,
tion, human ri,hts and freedom . that's the rhythm."
are sought,'' s~id Dr. Robert J .
Reminiscing how South AfriCummings, opening the Quest cans in his childhood used ·io be
Poetry Series (QPS) Secbnd An- afraid to say the initials "A.N .C."
nual Saluie tol -Leaders~ and out loud, Ma1ho~mi Xij>hu of the
Liberation held
last Tuesday Howard Southern African Student
I . '
night in the E~t Ballroom of the Commi.tlA!e spoke of the new "genBlackburn Center. ''Poets are a erationsofresistance" inhiscoundangerous hr~.
try, of the striking similarities hi'·
"There is a direct relationship tween the histories of the settler
1
between cultu~ and liberation," colonial stalA!s of South Africa and
explained the D rector of the Afri- Israel, and the solidarity 'between
can Studies and! Research Center South africans, Black Americans,
which cosponso~ the. innovative the people of Palestine and those
· program interi8persing poetry in El Salvador.
with informative presentations on
Mark Dressler, representing the
the liberation s~ggles in south- Arab-American InstitulA!, called
ern Africa· and ~he Middle East. for unity between Afro- and Arab"Poets," said Cupunings, ''we sup- Americans in building a Free
port this project pieries because we · Palestine Mo.v ement similar to the
want to assure ypur opportunity to Free South Africa Movement.
lend your weig~t to the struggle "Racism is wrong, no matter1'who
yet before us al~ . "
practices it-South African wFtes
This was the.~ighth community or Jewish Americans,'' said
program ··of. t°ie Quest Poetry· DreBBler, noting that it was 'J esse
Series which h"'I also bee!! holding. Jackson who brought the iasue of
monthly readinD at the Martin· Palestine directly before the
Luther King, J . Librarjt, provid- · ~erican public.
ing poets from v ·ed walks of life
The growing succe88 of the antiand interest.s witii the opportunity apartheid movement in the U.S.
to share, grow ~nd develop.
led D'amu Smith, currently legAccording ~o QPS foui:ider islative director of The WashingMauri Sal~, 32, Quest is a ton Office on Africa, to conclude,
movement Of
i•lly committed ·"Strugg.Je works., We are conartiat.s concern with "rekiQdling stantly being told that getting in·
the appreciation ot values and volved' is a waste of time, but intraditions wortJ! preserving."
deed, it can produce results."
"We are focus ng on South Afri.
.Now that a number of Amerca and the Mi dle East because icans have come forward to speak
I th- two areas fthe world are so out concerning South Africa, ~ ihe
prominent in e news, so explo- Southern African Support Project
sive, and haves cli a great impact (SASP) has decided to shift ita
on us,'' added he former boxer focus from South Africa per .. to
who cited Pa Robeaon as "the Namibia. Adwoa Dunn-Mouton
epit.ome of the ri~ly committ.ed presented slides showing the
tmat."
efforts of SWAPO (Southwest
· EVer81111r<eieen -1'r:oductions, a trio African Peoples Organiution) to
who "happe11 t.cj ;have been born in prepare the Namibian people for
Guyana~.C:;l!~ the . audience , aelf-determination. A former colfrom the
veawampeofSur- ony of Germany which killed two-

,f
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Juanita Thompaon
Hilltop Staff Reporter

.

thirds of the original Namibian
population, Namibia is currently
occupied by 70,000 South African
trooi>s.
Through military force, Namibia has imposed the same syslA!m
of apartheid aa in South Africa,
restricting the 1.5 remaining Afri.
cans to 13 perCent of their land.
The U.Sr and European corporations are plundering t)ie diamond,
gold, uranium and other mineral
resources of the Namibian people.
- . , ,, -- -·-.But South Africa Is stronghold
will break~ for ~ual1tts sake, and
freedom will be, predicted Wanda
°';'tlaw, one of the female poets.
'This program seems t.o h~ve
brought togethe.~ a .rather wide
ra;11ge ~.f lBBUes, said Dr. Cumrrungs. But they are the verses
one sonnet, the lyncs of qne soeg.

·. Tuesday every
week, typed
and double
spaced.

poses."
'"!'he Security Council and the ·
veto lessens the effectiveneas (of
the assembly),'' he said, "but if we
were to change it then these major
~tlneecl on ri •I• 8
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African occupation in Namibia, he
said, '"!'he Assembly has pe•1ed
resolution after resolution in the
last 20 years."
The Security Council which' is
made up of ·UIS., U.S.S.R., China,
France and the United Kingdom,
is based on a system of weighted
volA!. Each member has the power
to veto, and all actiona reqUire a
unanimous volA! by the major pow·
era.
A""'!rding to Hatem, sino;e Ru.
sia and the United States oeldom
agree on an iBBue, there ia UIWllly
a litalemalA! in the council.
Nzongola said, "The real power
in the U.N. resides in the Security
Council . .. that's the real eeat of
power."
Also, Stavrou said that the
UnilA!d Nations "would be effective if it could say to South Africa;
'If you don't let Namibia become
independent then we will send
military forces.' However, they
don't have police power." .
1n addition, he said, "Tl\e weakneas of the U.N. is the Security
Council."
Another weakneas of the UnilA!d
Nations, specifically the General
Assembly Stavrou said, is "none of ·
the major: countries take the U.N. ·
seriously. 1f they don't like something, they can just walk out."
Furthermore,the11 eeembly has
"never punished anyone severely
to make an example out of them
., . . no single expulsion, (or) at
least a -suspension from the United
Nations ... they've shown· no
gut.a."
· However, Nzongola said, --rhey
(assembly) can't do anything that
any oile of these major powers op-
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In addition, Stavrou said, "It's
useful for third world countries to
have created voting blocs to force
major powers to lislA!n to them by
using their voting n11mhers. n
· The third world countries have
also used "their voting numbers"
to pass resolutiona "making South
Africa outlawed in the international community, giving
U.S. foreign policy a bad name for
it.a involvement with South Africa,
condemning discrimination in all
forms, and restructuring relationships between the first and
third worlds," according to HalA!m.
As a result of third world unity
in the General Assembly, South
Africa was excluded from. the
partidipation in 1974.
''Since 1974," Nzongola said,
"they cannot sit; talk, vote in the
General Assembly .. . they kicked
them out .. . becauselthey are not·
decent, civilized people.''
The assembly is completing
other objectives "in terms of some
of the i88ues that matlA!r to our
people," he continued. '1n terms of
health, education, agriculture,
walA!r supply-it's done very good
work."
~
- However, Nzongola said~ ''in
terms of the whole question of
world.peace it is very ineffective.''
Since the assembly is an advisory rather than governing
body, ithas nopolA!ntial, according
to its charter, for enforcement. It
can only make 1eeolutions or recommendations upon which the
Security Council, which comprises
the five major powers, may take
action.
· "But most of those resolutions
.have absolutely no force in world
affairs," said Nzongola, "in terms
of how nations behave toward each
other and major developments
such as for example apartheid in
South Africa."
Furthermore, as far ' as South
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powers·can still come around and
sabotage whatever they are
agai:pst."
In 1982, U.S. Secretary of State
George Shultz warned the ••sembly that the United States woulil
withdraw both its presence and
funding from any part of the organization that voted to expel Israel.
The Reagan Administration's
tough line is not completely new.
Between 1974 and 1976 President
Ford cut $43.1 million . in payments from the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultu·
ral Organization's budget (UN·
ESCO).
UNESCO had voted in favor of a
resolution that cut off its funding
to ISrael.
Aleo in 1977, President Carter
withdrew from the U.N.sponsored International Labor
Organization (!LO) when it
"attacked" U,.S. policy in the Middle East. The U.S. later rejoined in
1979.
Recently, the U.S. withdrew
from UNESCO when1it refused to
mcidify its positions. The U.S. said
that the research the agency was
do·ing on disarmaments was
politically motivated, according to
Nzongola, a·nd that UNESCO
should leave the problem for Russia and the U.S. to resolve.
"Well, Mr. Reagan wants to play
the big cowboy. He wants to be
tough. He wants everyone in the
world to know how powerful the
U .S. is," Nzongola said.
''They want to control every·
thing sci when they don't get their
own way," he continued, ''they
play like a spoiled brat."
Hatem said that the U . ~ . which
contributes 25 percent to all U.N.
total expenses, ''uses the power of
the purse to influence others."
According to Nzongola, ''UN·
ESCO was created to further the
cause of world peace. So UNESCO
has a right to do the research on
disarmaments.''
Nzongola f}Rid that the World
Bank , U.N.-sponsored, did not
have any proble~ with the U.S.
because the "U.S. controls it; it
does exactly What U.S. wants it

.

to."
But, Nzongola says, "UNESCO
is more or less independent so the
U .S. does not like that and in addition, UNESCO has a black man;
an African, as director general. So
they cal) pick on him."
Hatem said that when the
"make-up changed" or the third~
world countries claimed a major·
ity in the General Assembly, the
U.S. took a negative attitude.
"They [the U.S.) "!•re less will·
ing to support the international
organization,'' she said.
''The U.S. is attacking an organization it cre!_ted: It.ridiculed the

manner."
Stavrou said that the U.S. ha.o
been ''overly criticized (by the
U .N .) and if you take everything
into consideration you will aee it...
He said, "I don't fel like the U .8. is ·
being treated fairly. Soviet Union
is all· over the place yet the U.S. ia
being critici7.ed."
He said that the criticism stems
from the colonization period when
"the U.S. didn't always side with •
the right side."
Nzongola siad that third world
countries criticize the U.S. be--_
cause it ''sided" and contin~~- ~

•

''Mr. Reagan wants to play· the big
cowboy. He wants to be tough. He
wants everyone in the world to know
how powerful the. U.S. is.''
·-

international agency and it ridiculed the resolutions and concerns
adop~ by them::
Hatem also said, "The U.N. was
discredited in America since PatJick Moynihan's tenure."
American ·officials have been
ambivalent toward the United Na·
tions since its early days, rarely
turning to negotiate with other
nations until all else failed.
The threat or act of withdrawal
has become~ accepted American
tactic in agencies such as ILO and
UNESCO, and even the United
Nations itself. ·
The United States has stressed
using the assembly and other
agencies to persuade other countr·
ies to endorse their foreign~policy
actions and to con'demn those of
their enemies.
Votes in the General Assembly
tend to be, interpreted J>y Amer·
ican officiiila in an "ethnocentric

Jljtalaja Nzongala

''side'' with racist regimes such as
South Africa.·
Nevertheless, Nzongola said,
· ''Although the U.N. is not impor·
tant in the U.S., except in New
- York, which-.receives so much....
revenue,. it is more than just a de·
bating society ·for third world
countries." ·
.
Stavrou said that ms,jor countries "use the U.N. to embarrass op-posing ~ountries and to shape
world opiriion .. , In U.S. public
opinion is receptive and influent-ial IJ10re so than in other societies."
.
The U.N. was organized in June
1945 by President Rooseve1t..:
There were 51 original members
and today there are 159.
The U~N., according to its char·
ter, was designed to provide a .
''multilateral mechanism avail·
able fQ!' q;iping with p.1 ss;ng glo!r
al problems."

•

1

•

•

..

I

'
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•
•

The Most ·~xciting Days of the
Year Begin in Exactly ·one Week
•

•

•

I
•

th firSt nme student&
Attention: Fo:_.:, ..i~...,..ount rate * 1';.t.?
· a s~ ~
.._..,.;""a
can enJ?Y. · eek of· events. Suu."""'.'-v
the enttre W
lst Ticket Pa
Tuesd~y, ~~o paid events,
incl11d1ng
efro Cramton
be ~urcha,sed
m l 0 . rice of $1:
A ditorititn for·the "! p Thi& l&·i
u
teed 20% .savings. -..J.
A guaranff
Pac1cage does iw•
uadttd o er.
. co
incl-Ude ticket to the main
.

all

Prepar.e for the

.-

)

further wonnanon,
For 636-5932 0r 5426

.

.

•

Schedule of Events
PATE
Friday, Oct. 4, 1985
Thursday, Oct. 10, 1985
Friday, Oct. II, 1985
Saturday, Oct. 12, 1985
Sunday, Oct. 13, 1985
'
Monday, qct.
14, 1985 ·
Tuesday, Oct. 15, 1985
Wednesday, Oct. 16, 1985
Thursday, Oct. 17, 1985
Friday, Oct. 18, 1985

Saturday, Oct. 19, 1985
•
•

•

EVENT
- Fre·Homecoming Happy Hour
- 'Pre-Homecoming Happy Hour
International Day Dinner
International Day
Miss Howard Pageant .
''Rhapsody in Blue Affair '' '
Memorial Service
•
Gospel Concert
- Variety Show
"

Fashion Show
Greek Show

,
Night of jazz & Entertainment

- Howardfest
'

Pep Rally ,
'
Homecoming Parade
Game: Howard vs. Virgllti.a
- Con<:ert
•

•

PLACE
Howard Iiln
·Kilimanjaro. Heritage Hall
Blackbum ·Ballroom
Blackbum Ballroom
Cramton Auditorium
Blackbum Ballroom
Chapel .
Cramtofl , Auditorium
,;· C:ramton A.uditoriurh.~
Cram.fun Auditorium -..,...
Burr Gymnasium
Punch Out
On the Yard
The Valley
•
.. Georgia Ave.
RFK Stadium
Cramtoii Auditorium

5-10 pm
9 pm-2 am
7 pm-2 am
10 am-7 pm
. 7-llpm
10 pm-2 am
11 am
7pm
8pm
7pm
6:30 pm
7pm
12 pm
6pm
9am
1 pm .
8pm

'

•

-·
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Trumpeter addresses Caucus
'

Marsalis Speaks On Jazz

•

'

'
Benjamin James

Hilltop Staff Reporte r

lfyou walked into the Washington

Hilton's Monroe Room Ignorant of
jazz Wednesday evening, you left
with a sense of its unique richness.
And for jazz enthusi~sts, the evening
confirmed what you already knew-jazz is the only art fOrm that is uniquely American.
,
.
Speaking to almost 750 Congressional Black Caucus conventioneCrs
and jazz patrons, a panel of jazz art.ists and educator~, from Wynton
Marsalis to Amiri Baraka, put aside
their trumpets and pens to rhapsodize
and reminisce about the cultural
significance of jalz.
·
·
''We all know that groups of peo-

ple relate three ways,'' said Marsali ~.
(They
teJa t e)
''politically,
·economically, and ci.Jltl:Jrally."
' 'The most important of those
three, of course has 'to be cultural ,''
said the raspy vo iced trumpeter .
'' Because if you don ' ! know who the
group of pei:>ple are then they can't

· have an econo mi c or political tio nal Endowment of the Arts said,
''jazz is the o nly new art music that
system," said Marsalis .
Heir to the legacy of Elling1on and has been createed in the twentieth
Gillespie , ''Satchmo '' and '' Jelly cent ury. "
Ro ll '', Marsalis, seemingly wise
It waS the '' black working class ' '
beyond his 24 yea rs, paid hon1age 10 that created jazz, said Spellman .
his illustrious oredecessors.
Blacks, improvised and without any
''I,.ouis Armsrrong is not rhe black gu ide developed a disciplined music.
' trumpet 'play.er who, played jazz;
.According to Spellma11, it was the
Louis Armstrong is the grea1 musi- Blues that gave birth 10 the jazz art
cian and humanist,'' said 1he·Gram- form . It was, explained Spellman, 1he
n1 y awa rd win ner.
em.o tion of the Blues transmitted to
Marsalis noted 1hat Blacks do,n't the ho rn with a· certain amount of
preserve their musical h.erj1age, say- spontaneity , that gave rise to jazz.
ing that his success resulted from the
Amiri Baraka, poet and playwrite,
brilliance and ingenuity of pr~vious is also a jazz critic. He admonished
greats.
the audience for not suppo rti11g lhe
''Not ;pultin.g on any fake humili · black arts. ''We need jazz instilutes,
ty or rilodesty," said Marsalis ''Diz- ,concert halls, and jazz societ ies,"
zy'' Gillespie; Fats Navarro, Clif.f ord
said the playwrite.
Browri, a11d Miles Davis were play''Our art like everybody else's ar1
ing more 1ruinpe1 in the 1940's and reflect s the his1ory and life of the
l950's"'t han l'm .'eVe11 close to capable people," said Baraka.
of playin~." he added.
The evening culminated wi1h -the
Other panelists took the audience Hobson · Junior High jazz quartet
playing some deligh1ful pieces·, fi ton~ walk through jazz history.
Dr. A.B. Spel lman ; direclor of the tingly closing the generation gap of
Expansion Arts Program for 1he Na- J3ZZ .

"

-
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Wynton Marsalia addresses Black Cia ucua conventioneen .at Waabington Hilton
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Carter
Fights
Famine

•
•

•

.Laurene R. Still

Somewhere,'
somehow,
.
I
someones
going to pay.

Special to the Hilltop

Thoae Howardites who happened
to be on the yard this weekend with
their eyes and ~ars open probably
stole a glimpse of.the familiar face of .

Ralph Carter, best remembered as
the character Michael Evans froril''
the TV series, "Good Tin;ies'~. Passing

.

in front of Blackburn Center just be,
fore Rankin Chapel's 1·1 a .m. service,

you possibly spotted the 'five-foot
songster, actor, and most recently be-

nefactor for the victims plagued by
East Africa's famine.
Most, by now·ar"e familiar with the ·
singles cut for charity purposes, such
as "We are the world," 1arid ''Do you
know it's Christmas''. But another
record.breaker has hit the stores and
radio stations, and hopes to have hit
with such of a bang as its predeces-

,
'

sors.
Carter has ' joined the fight to aid

..

drought ~ plagued

Africa with his
newly released·single entitled ''Get it·

•

Right". Carter> h.l.s requested
that the
.
proce<:ds from the sales of this single
go to support famine reliegefforts
throilgh the PJ~ase For The 'Babies!
Organization, founded by arter's
management coupled with MiFlower ·
' Productions of New York. No explanation was gi\ren for the exclusion
of retailers' and distributors' commitment,to send their portion of the .

•

single's profits to the fund . .

>

•

""'."

"Get it Right'' is being added to the
playlists of major radio s tations
acroSB the countf.y according to Darcel Kennedy, Carter's publicist.

'--

•

l
I'

''Ralph plans to follow the release of
the single With a mini-tour starting
in the south," she B@,.id. The tour be-

gan last week in Baltimore, Washington, Norfolk and Richm o nd .

"Monday, Ralph bas apP.,intments
with radio stations WKYS-93.9 and
WHUR-96.3 and the weekly, The
Washington Afro-American,·' Ken- .
nedy continued. 1 ·

According to his itinerary, Carter •
was to visit 2Q Washington area 1

•
•

schools, including day-care centers and some odd number of retailers
along with meetin~ with the local
media. Howard wa.8 not one of his

listed stops but; according to Carter,
it was his will to'feach ou~ and appeal
to the brothers 8.nd sisters.of my community: For' we are all the same,
aren't we?", Carter asked with his
boyish grin. Carter stressed how

much he wants to constantly keep in
touch not only through his appearances but by his actions with his ~

pie. "I thoroughly believe that it is
the responsibility of financially able
•

I

like myaelf and intellectually cap-

•

able like those at Howard·, where
there is such ·a concentratioil of bril- ·
liance of our people, to act as an out-

reach to the community." Carter concluded. "I say this with full ~incerity .
and hope of immediate response from
my fellow brothers and sisters, not
just here at floward, but this is a

great place to start."
·
His rele•ae, "Get it Right" was pro•
duced by 27-year-old Ro1 Chew,
long-••eociated arranger and musical director fol- artiatlsongwriters

Ashford and Simpson. "Tile 12-inch
.oingle should ooon be on sale in the

•

•

TWENTIETH CENTURY. FOX~E~Nll• SILVER PICTURES ~10. ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER "COMMANDO"
RAE DAWN CHONG
..
11
~ JAMES HORNER iW:l\JOS.E.PH LOEB Ill ,NoMATTHEW WEISMAN ~ n:; JOSEPH LOEB Ill &-MATTHEW WEISMAN oo STEVEN E. DESOUZA
JiJ,~ j*\.
e
oo RICHARD TUGGLE ~~JOEL SILVER_
[lif{l~ MARK L. LEST~R . CXIL\!11;=::...:J·
'

~ e 1985 T.oo1,.;,Ctnnty F°'

storea shortly since we've already

gotten Carter's promotional tour underway," said "ane Berger, Carter's

Coming October 4th to

manager.

aTheatre Near '(ou.
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AIDS Increasing In u ·. S.;
1

1

Charlee Garrett, Jr.

vide AIDS treatment and counseling to high-risk c•ees. Presently,
five · or six Howard affiliates are
being given services on an outpatient basis for AIDS or its related·symptoms, according to the
· public information office at the
hospital.

the virus," aaid Seale.
Of course, there are other ways
of tranemies1onj through blood
tra·nsfusions and shared
hypodermic needles, f~! example.
To ease growing tensions fueled
by misconceptions, the U.S. Publie Health Services urge etud~nta ·

terofextensiveresearchandpend- on AIDS is the same .as that for
ing legislation, the Howlµ'd Uni- other ~rious diseases. According
versity community may not yet to Col. Mc.Lain Garrett, ad-

The symptoms of the disease
surface sometimes as late as five
years after actual contraction:

toengageinsafesexualpract1cee
l~ke condom use, avoidance of oral
Bex and of the exchange of body

realize exactly how prevalent the ministrator of University Health

swollen glands on the neck and un-

fluids.

deadly virus is.
As it standS now, at least three
people associated with Howard
have succumbed to the disea~

,Services, "Students with AIDS or

der the armpits; gradual weight

AIDS related disease will be tre-

1088; chrome fatigue; night sweats,

A new blood test, the HTLV-ID
antibody test, is now being used to

ated on a case by case basis following guidelines established by the

acute and long periods of diarrhea
and a thick whitish coating in the

determine if the virus is preaent
which may help stop the di'"'ftse

within the last year.
CDC.
AIDS is a virus that attacks the
"But this is nothing new. With
body's white blood cells, disabling any type of serious diseases we

mouth-commonly called
thrush-that lingers and worsens.
If any of the.s e symptoms persist

the body's immune system and its
ability to ward off infectious diseases. There is no evidence that
the AIDS virus can be transmitted
through casual contact, however,

gather all the facts peculiar to the
case and then do what' is appropi-'
ate," .h e added .
The number of AIDS cases has
been doubling every year, accord-

for long periods of time, it's time to
check with health professionals.
.A.lmost everyone is afraid of
1
AIDS. ' Nowadays you don't really
want to shake hands, kiss and

fromspreading.Itisadministered
by most health centers in the District, one of which is the Whitm•n·
Walker Clinic on 18th St., N.W.

since it travels through body fluids ingto CDC. About 9 outoflO AIDS
like blood, semen, urine and tears, victims are homosexual or bisexthe virus can be transmitted if it ~al ~en, but the.general !"'PUI~-

-heaven forbid-have sex with anyone as long as AIDS exists,'' said
Rhonda Johnson, .a sophomore in

Hllltop Staff Reporter
AIDS, Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, has been an
epidemic in the United States for
almost four years. Although
Washington, D." C. has been a cen- -

diagnosed victitDB of AIDS in the
district have been Black. Accord·.
ing to officials in the Infectious
Diseases department at Howard
University ·Hospital, about six of
that amount have some type of
aftliliation with Howard.
Th~ university's offi~ial position

comes into contact with like sub- tion .1s vulnerable to t~e diseases

•

..

•

nings at 7:30p.nf., l>y appointment
open weekdays from 11a.m. t.o10

AIDS virus iii the U. S. and Brita1n, what makes the virus spread·

p.m. and on weekends from 7to10
p.m. By calling 332-AIDS, you can

toms still untreatable, the university's hospital is working on
openinganAIDStreatmentfacil-

able (at least In· the case of
homosexuals), is that the anus was
madeforanoutwardthrust,notan

get up to the minute information
abOut the diseaSe
"AIDS is not l~ited: it knows

ity. Until then, the Infectious .Dis-

inward one. "This means that anal

no sex , no gender, no age," aaid

tion of Dr. Wayne Greaves, a form-

tal mucosa s minute blood vessels

Beverly A . Smith, a senior in the
ColleJte of Liberal Arte .

last week, 113 of the 234 known er director at the CDC, will pro-

to rupture and become exposed to

cases of AIDS and 6,380 known
deaths nationwide. In the District
alone,· 234 cases have been reported, with 121 deaths to date.
More startling is the increasing
incidence of Black victims. As of

The Whitm•n-Walker Clinic in Adame Moraan is one of many I>Utrict health
centen offering ~•wen to the question of AIDS.. .

. Whitman WalkerWedneedayeve-

a leading virologist studying the

Dise8se Control (CDC) in Atlanta,
Whil~ the AIDS virus'_origin is
there have been 13,228 known not ent1~ly known and its symp-.
Wade. Hilltop Starr Photographer

-The diagnostic test18 offered at

only. An AIDS information line is

effects because of societal sexual

According to the Centers for promiscuity.

>. L

.

and its related symptoms.

But according to Dr. John Seale,

stances.

.1'

the School o~ Business.

The clinic provides completely
confidentialsupporteervices,com·
munity education and risk redu,ction programs for those with AIDS

e~s department, under the d1rec-

interco~ ca~s the fragile rec-

Victim Re ates Tale of Fear and Isolation
•

•
Tra i S«;ott

travenous drug abuse .
Months ago, her petite frame could
have got ten a seco nd look . But now,
the much-feared disease is taking its
toll.
Her smooth, dark complexion cannot
muk--lhe sad eyes as lliey begin to
droop; their white parts so discolored
they match her skin. ·
' 'I can 't even look at me in the mirror," she says as she points to her
tear-stained face .
Chink twists her head and points
to a boil the size of a large marble
protruding from just behind her ear.
Her hand drifts down her neck,

Hilltop -S1aff Reporter

•it•m scaredj I'm gonna die ... I
don't wanna di from AIDS. J hope
• and pray they ~nd
I wanna
go to heaven but I
t Wanna die
now."
I
Chink, (not ' litr r~al name) , is a
28-year-old fetpale victim of Ac·
quired r lmmupe, Deficiency Syn------·-·- drome (AIDS). ~ he is a patient in the
·- Infectious Diseases Deparcment at
Howard Univdrsity Hospital . The
disease ·Nas dia&nosed last October,
apparently, ~ht s~~s, from her in-

W'e .

'

•

GRAWA-INGSCCN?

-D 0 ct 0 r
Gives News on AIDS;
Helps Reduce New Scare

rvou're Needed
·All Over the
World.

Ask PeaCe Cotps vo1unteei'S why rheir ingenuiry and flexibility

'

are as vifOl'OS their <J.egrees. They'll rell you they are helping '
rhe world's poorest peoples arrain self sufficiency in rhe areas
of food f?r9duction, energy conservation. education, economic
developmenr ond health services. And they'll rell you about .
The rewqrds of hands on career experience overseas. 'fl:\ey'll
tell you it's the roughest job you'll ever lov.e.
""

.

· PEACE
COl\PS
.
.

' Recruiters ·viii be on campus October 1, 2 and 3.
See your placement service for an appointment today, or ylslt our table In the Blackbum Center all
three days.,

j .
'

•

,

.

•

revealing a trail of the marble-sized sistei ... and it niadc me cry more .
''' I'm not happy . I'rri very depresscrying .
·
lumps. She pull s at her collar, expos'' I couldn't hold it anymore . I told
Since contracting AIDS, C hink ed .. . l feel alone. I cry all the time no
her I had AIDS. I said, ''I did this found religious fait h and it has m"atter w.here I RO." I st3v ilone. I'm
ing three more knots .
· •'I got so ·many sores and nodes to ·myself when you introdUced me! to
~ec~me, her main sourc_e of strength.
not worthy to go around with in public.
(thickened lumps) I can't put on my drugs. I had a choice and now I ha\LC
I d1d_n ! know what faith was bef?re , ~Sometimes I iust need to talk and et 1·t
AIDS.' ' Chink leans forward with my priest told me . He lets me taJ~ to J)\lt.:'ii
underpants, '' she says ·
g
Her throat hurts so much she has clenched fists. ''She just looked .at me. him' 3nd: he> prays for me . Buf1 in:j •• · Cfiiin'!: .t'f;eJi ~wa';~ ~f'. th~ AIDS
difficulty swa1lowing; and she says and dido 't say anything. I told her chur~h. if .they ~chu rch members) hystCria gripping the country. ''Brit
it feels as if her insides have crawled not to tell Mama."
found out l had 1t they would pro- what about the victim's fear'! People
C hink's motherc recently found bably stop me (from) coming,'' she won't even shake my hand,'' she says,
up into her throat .
.
.
According to a Howard Un1vers1- out. With tears flowing, Chink em- says. ''I need God just as much as they clenching her fists as if pJeading. ••If I
ty spokesperson , this condition _is phasizes that even though she receives
.
ain'tkissingyou,youain'tgonnagetit.
called ''thrush in the mouth; white full support, she did not want her do .''
She opens up regularly at therapy I'm telling you because people need to
plaque that stiCks in. the parents to know.
sessions. ''By me speaking up (in ther- know.
.
mouth .: .sometimes involving the
''I turned down an iqterview with
apy) it's helped a lot of people and a lot
''S,ometimes··1 wanna say to d~~
esophagus
and
swallowing Ebony (magazine) but I was on a
of people look up to me. 'They love it tors help me as best you can while
mechanism. It is quite painful.''
local -telev1s1on station and they had
when I get to talki'ng . .. but I have to I still have life in. me.;;·
,
"I feel like dirt ... my fint doctor me in silhouette with niy voice. My
pretend to be happy . Do you knowwhac
She offers, adv1~e: Don t snea.~
was afraid of me,'' says Chink of the Daddy turned on the show and knew
.it 's like living like this'!
around ... don t let 1t happen to you.
doctor who diagnosed her disease . •'He it was my voice." He called her
took a doctor's oath that he would help
the sick, but when he found out I got
AIDS he forgot what he was ."
': hink was Sllllilg i11/a lounge outside an examining room of the
university hospital . She was waiting
to find out whether she had now contracted genital herpes.
''He, (the current doctor) , is the only
one who sholh.) anv interest in what
I'm going lhrough," she says as she
'
the
The following is a recent in- a cOndition that typically only transmission of the infection
points through the ot-t"ice door .
''Thank God for him ."
terview between Hilltop staff babies get: white plaque that next time around. Intravenous
Chink has gone from doctor to reporter Traci Scott BIJd Dr. sticks in the mouth; often associ- drug users should not share
doctor . ''I had four doctors tllat I Wayne Greaves, chief of In- ated with a sore mruth. This some- needles; that allow for tranamiscouldn't tell at first (about AI-OS) fectious Diseases at Howard times goes further down into the sions Crom person to person.
because I knew they wouldn't see me Univel'8lty Hospital. Greaves esophagus and can be quite pain· What elae would you like to
anymore .
.
bu been studying AIDS and lts ful. Diarrhea is another (symp- add?
''Mv sister got me staned on drugs
I would emphasize that from
when I w~ 14, '' she said, staring at ellects. Here are bis edited re- tom). It is usually chroni.c, lasting
weeks and with no relief from the what we know (AIDS) is transmitthe ceiling. '' One d3y before I told marks:
usual things taken for diarrhea. ted 'sexually and through blood
her I had AIDS we were talking and
Marked weight 1088 and high fev- and bloocl products. It has not l>een
she pulled her pants down . I ain't What is AIDS?
really · seen my sister's body before
It is an acquired deficiency in
and she showed me some sores.'' · the body's ability to fight oft' inChink moves her hand about her fections and other unusual dfsmidsection, copying her sister's eeees.
'
.
movements. ''She had (needle) tracks
. and scars and sores from her stomach Who gets AIDS? can it affect
to her ·toes and she (Chink's sister) anyone?
It can affect anyone if they are
t
.~
said 1 this is what could happen to exposedtotheagentthatcausesit,
,
y
1
you.' I couldn't look at my own
howevertheniajorityofcaseshave j

,,
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ANTED•
YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS
;I

AT THE ~•~-a~• TRAINING INSTITUTE
5401 FOURTEENTH STREET, N .W.
THE NATION 'S ONLY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON
.
'
PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER
All Styles are pre -selected and all students are monitored by
· Licensed Professional Braiders

$ 45.

o o(includes extensions)

' VISA • f:'ASTER CARD • CHOICE • AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED (Sorry No Checks)
Cal l 723-1827 and make. your appointment today!
Faculty, Staff£ Adm in istration · Welcome

~DlnTONll ,&

eoe

5401 Fourteenth Street,· N. W . .• Washington,
.

•
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' .

•

..

723-1827

D.C .tCorner of Jefferson)

been gay men, either homQeexual

''Multiple sex partners or promiscrcity is
k nOW1'-· o e Rh ance the n.s
· k o a U sexrcall
d
trariSmitted iseases, including AIDS.''

or bisexual. A significant number
of caeeR has occurred in persons
who Jlhuse intravenous drugs.. A
smaller number of cases has oc- · ere lasting for weeks is another
curred in hemophiliacs. These are common representation.
the major groups.
·
What types of preventive 11Je88·

At Howard Unlvendty Hoapltal, what fiave heen the a1e
rangee of .patients eufferlng
from AIDS?
It varies ... I believe the young·
est patient we,ve had here was a
baby 22-months-<>ld. I think the
oldest patient that we,ve had was
69. The average age is about ~ or
30.
When a patient 11 1ufferln1
from AIDS, exactly what doee
he 10 thro111h?
·
There are many ways in which it
presents (itaelO, perhaps the most
common form would be pneum~

urea, 1peclftcally for college
atudenta, would you s111geet?
I think the best ways of preven·
tion are by looking at the categor·
ies of highest risk. Multiple sex
partners or promiscuity is known
to enhance the risk of all sexually
transmitted diseases, including

AIDS. By being monogamous or
having a single sex partner would
decrease that risk. Similarly,
avoiding rectal intercourse will
also d ecrease the n"sk . . . that 1s,
·
men who receive intercolll'8e rather than give it seem to be at a higher risk of contracting the dis I! ·se.

nia ... an unuaual kind that Certainly, (one) ·ahould avoid in·
daesn't 1 espond to the usual anti- .ttvducing any foreign bodiea into
biotiai.
.
the rectal area that would to... the
Another _way we ~ it rather mucoaa (the delicate anal linl111);
frequently11thrulhmthemouth, . that might allow for a11nt

·!
'

shown' to be tranemitted through
casual contact like shaking h1nd1
or riding in the same elevator or
sitting in the s•me cl as •'001D. The
paranoia about AIDS is totally UD·
warranted.

What ahout the repori that
oald AIDS wu fnnnd In tan.
Ia~aay1e·MDtobe.-•ed

when oomeone criee on yonr
shoulder?
I would aay it,1 very unlikely;
very, very unlikely. Primarily
(contraction) otill requ;r. direct
intimate contact. It can be li>und in
ealiva, teen, s •+ea and Wood
but a lot dependa on the IDt!m•cy
of the contact, wb.tt I I
116 are
br e·k• in the ekin and bow ·cancentrated It la. All •"111 '*-•
muotbecon"')I ed. Wo(Jo d)dan't
know how-bilh A OM* IDbidion ii
2

DBl!tf?d
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'

'
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ealthlines

'

The Amerlcan College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of·
·fers two fred" booklets on .sexually transmitted diseases . Send a "°"'
self·addresse:d stamped envelope to the organization's resource
center at
Maryland Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20004.

'

I

I

... .
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•

Universit Health Services, in conjunction with the Whitman·
Walker Clinic, will sponsor a presentation on AIJ?S Oct. 16 from
7 to 9 p.m. i~ the Blackburn Center. R~prese~tat1ves from health
services WHitman·Walker, the Infectious Diseases Department
at How~d 4niversity Hospital as well as actual AIDS victims will
be there to r nswer question and allay fears about the ch!t?ase.

*
*
*

AIDS is t~e single largest killer of males betw~en the ages. of
25 and j4 in both New York City and San Francisco, according
to the
Research Project in New York .

\tPi

.

•

,.

''Sic:kj.e ell Disease: Management of Clinical Problems in
Children, ~i:l.olescents and Adult s. '' the Center for Sickle Cell
Disease'S 14th post"graduate confere~ce, runs Sept .30 and Oct .
1 at the ~,shington..M~rriott Ho tel . ,
.
The prosr.a m will co n~ist of cl.inical sessions a~d _ p~nel d1scl_IS·
sions by na ,tonally and 1nternat1onally known cl1n1c1ans and in·
vest igators . For more information, call Ver.a Jordan Ball at

636-7930.

compiled by CHAR.LES GARRETI', JR .
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Chia ydia
New Threat
· T.

CALL: 726-5482 OR 723-0569
.

We Cater to t h e
Howard University area.

Murker Yutealll1llWp S taff Photogr., pher

The Omeaa PD Phi hatem.ity-•ponlOred blood drive held Tueeday and Wed.neaday hi the Blackburn. Center wu a third year succeu: 126 unibl of blCK'<i
donated and 171 people turned out to give. All were not aucceaaful, but90phomore
Stacey Brown wu. Senior Que Jon Matt hewa ahowa a little aupport.
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oeni[e Asbury

Hilltop
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7-DAYSAWEEK
11 AM .TIL .2 AM
DELNERY AT LOW,
LOW PRICES

The Center for Disease Control in Atlant11offersa24·hour tape.
recorded· mCSsage about AIDS and its related sympto ms at

1-800-342-~IDS .
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DELIVERY SERVICE
FAST fOODlll
A
HERE IN THE
""""' . .
.ii METROPOLITAN
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si:rr Reporter
I

Recent atteption focused on
. AIDS may be P,artially obscuring
~ct that lthere is another
· sexJJ.ally tr·ansmitted diseas ~
spreading thro ghout Ame1~ca .
Chlamydia 'pronounced c Jayme-dis), liken d to an extreme
form of vagini is Qr yeast infec·
tion, has becorpe a social threat
apread.ing silently and with little
warning in t~e initial stages .
There is at pr,sent no cure that
can prevent reinfection.
Chlamydia 1is caused by an
organi·sm called Chlamydia
Trachomatis, 'Thich is transmitted only thr9ugh sexual in·
tercourse.' It affects · the genital
'
areas of both· males
and femal~
and can, in later stages, affec~ the
rep~uctive s:'rtems.

•

•

•

•
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C ntinued on pace 13
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U.K. Care
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Hilltop St ff Reporter
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presid.en~

The
,of the British
Medical A.Ssociation spoke lo a
crowded Howard~University Hospital
auditorium Thur day morning about
health care in th United Kingdom: .
What many found interesting
about the Lord David Thomas, who
represent s thisl 75,000·member
organization fouqded more than 150
years ago, is that lie is of African descent, born in the West Indies in 1913.
''I think the fat t that he's black is
of major signifi~ance,'' said Dyrel
Bartee, a sophor(tore in the College
of Medicine. ''He fought the odds
and came out 9n top . That says
something positive to me ."
_ Thomas lectur~ on ''The Practice
of Medicine in the United Kingdom .''
He surprised 'soffie members of the
crowd, estimated at 250, that
''Health care in the United Kingdom
is the worst'' compared to other
countries.
According to Thomas, both com·
peting nation31 interests and
diSincentives-·likt lower average pay
for doctors·-plaYi a role in the state
of the _health qare system in his
country.
I
1
for example, health care in the
United Kingdom takes only 5.8 per·
cent of British gross national product
while in Americ8 it consumes 10.8
pcCceJat. Cons'.eqifntly, everyone may
not be able to 1~~ it.

..
•

BPI SCAN'", The Satellite
Career Network, will beam
our live video teleconference to your campus on
October 8, 1985. If you are
--· undergraduate,
a senior,
graduate student or Ph.D.
in engineering, computer
,
science or any other technic.al discipline, plan to attend.
You'll learn about career
opportunities at the country's
top technic.al organizations. The Satellite Career Network
provides the infonnational link between technical students
and their potential employers.
This year's participating companies include:
AT&T, Sperry Corporation, National Security Agency,
Bell Communications Research, Naval Ocean Systems
Center, Tektronix, Inc., Central Intelligence Agency,
Aerojet General Corporation, U;S. Nuclear Regulatory

-

•

•

'

•

-

·>
1

"Health care should be available
without ·regard to age, sex and race;
but to all the people in the United
Kinadom, '' said Thomas .
After prac!~ing medicine in
Trinidad, Toh o and St. Vincent.
Thomas opened his current general
medical practice)in London in 1947.

Commission, Garrett
Pneumatic Systems Division,
NASA, GTE Government
Systems, TRW and others.
You'll hear about their
philosophies, training and job
opportunities on our large
projection screens. And
participate in ajiye questionand-answer period on our
Satellite Career Network with
company representatives.
If you're a high achiever with above average grades,
. we strongly urge you to attend Admission is free. Just
mark Octolier 8th on your c.alendar. Then come to
BPI SCAN. You'll see, hear and talk about your future with
experts from the nation's top technic.al organizations..
For a presentation schedule or 1J10re infonnatiori, ·
visit your placement office or call 1-800-328-4032. "
In Minnesota call 612-370-0550.

'

'

Satellite Career Network
.

He studied nitjlicine at the University or Edinbur. in Scodand, and has
received numerous honorary degrees

BPI SCAN's free teleconference will be held at 11:00 AM (EDT) at TV Building-Studio B,
Howard University

from distinguished · universities

abroad. He alsc1 holds and has held

BPI SCAN is not an employnat agency.

many ·civic Jnd aovernment
positions.
The event w sponsor ed. by the
university's College of Medicine.

ClBusness PEq>le ID:., Mni eap 5 5, 1985
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· Air Force Trairii _
ng School can be ·.
the start of a cha Ilengi ng and
rewarding career for -y ou. When- . '
you \graduate, in 12 weeks, you'll · ·
be
a
commissioned
officer
in
the
Air Force~ You'll enjoy benefits
and entitlement$ .such as 30 aays
•
of vacation with pay ·each year,
medical care, and much more.
"
· You can apply for your
management skills in a stimulating
environment and have opportunity
for advancement. Find out how ·
you can put your college degreeto work for y.ou and your country.
AIM HIGH. See your nearest Air
Force recruiter today.

''
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For ·more information contact TSgt Etheridge at (301)
. 436-1573 .
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.Ho ard Looks ·for First
•

Timothy Wil iam_son
Special to the Hilltop

It may seem like o d times when

the Howard footba l team takes
the field Saturday
face South
Carolina State, int e team's home

opener in Howard tadium.
The scenario for he. game this
Saturday is almost a carbon copy
of last year's conte t between the
two Mid-Eastern thletic Conference rivals.
Last season both ams were off
to slow starts; How~~ was winless
after three games, l'nd S.C. State
wu relishing its fi~t victory after
trouncing North Carolina A&T
the previous week.j ·.
•

Last week history repeated it·
self as the Bulldogs, who are 1-3
overall and 1-1 in theMEAC, clobbered N.C. A&T, 51-14. While Howard slipped to 0-3, 0-1 after losing to Bethune-Cookman, 23-14.
Needle88 to say, Howard Head
Coach Willie Jeffries will not be
trying for a repeat of the 48-15
rout his team suffered last season
at the hands of the Bulldogs.
"They are hungry for a win," said
Jeffries referring to S.C. State. "So
it will be real tough out there Sat·
urday," he added.
,
The game will also seem like old .
times fot some of the Howard players as they revisit the field that
many thought would only be a
memory by now . 'The Dust Bowl,"

-

;

•

Tur1io.v e s Abound

-.

-

I

.

.

which was scheduled to be reaur·
faced this summer, is once again

Albeit to the dismay of coaches,
players and fans.
·back for another performance.
lrrjuries will also play a key role
Alfof this can beoflittlecomfort in the contes·t as the Bison have
to Jeffries, whose team is only several of theU- starters on the inaveraging eight points per game. jury list. Quarterback Leon Brown
Moreover, the Bison defense has (irtjured back), running back Har•
allowed their opJ)onent.s an aver- vey Reed (shoulder), comerbaclC
age-of 34 points per contest.
Frankie Hall and defensive tackle
And while S .C. State's defense Reggie Miles are listed as
has.not. been much better, allow· questionable for the game, while
ing .31 points per game, their center Todd Meiklejohn is 0\1.t for
offense has compiled 1590 yards of ~he season.
total offense and is averaging 30
Off-the-field activities have also
pointa per contest.
taken a toll as three more starters,
. "They have an outstanding wide receiver Tyrone Prather, cenoffensive football team,'' says ter Vernon Robinson and line
Jeffries.' °'They have the be1t backer Carroll Hughes have been
offense in the confetence," he ad- auspended from the team inded.
definitely.

Indeed, the Bulldogs have sever·
al offensive weapons which they
can unleash. They are led by junior quarterbacks Charles Glue,
who leads the team with 516 yards
of total offense, -and Roscoe Darnell , who has ,t hrown .4 touchdown
passes and leads the team in pa!e
ing yardage (20 completions in 30
attempts for 278 yards). WR J>avid
Norman leads the team in catches,
with 12for220yardsandfiveTDs.
While RB James Miller is averaging 80 yards a garile, 7 .3 yards per
carry, and has scored (our TDs.
Bison reserve quarterbacks Lee
Debose and William Campbell
will see a lot of action Saturday
dU'e to Brown'e injury. Tyrone
Johnson may also replace Ronnie

Eppo at full back, because the Howard coacheo feel that Eppo is not
playing up to par. And Curtis
Chappell, who return.eel a kickoff
for a 100-yard TD again1t
Bethune-Cookman, and Darryl
Tilghman will replace Prather i
and Robinson in the starting lineup, 1capecUvely.
One of the Bison bright notee
from laat week'• game was the per·
formance of freehm.an defensive •
back Willie "Spanky" Johnson.
Jobn'°n was named the MEAC
Rookie of the Week after garner·
i111 two int.1.:eptions and one fwn.
ble recovery again1t BethuneCookman.
Kickoff time for Saturday'•
same ii l p.m.

·-·

•

Beth,ne 'Cats Claw Bison
•

Jim Trotter

~:

Hilltop

Sta1

Reporte r

The Howard Unfversity football
team turned in itf! most inspired
performance of th~ season, but the
Bison were their o)vn worst enemy
in a 23-14 losS to BethuneCookman College ~B-CC) last Saturday night in Darron• Beach, Fl.
The Bison are now· 0-3 overall
and 0-1 in conferer ce, while B-CC
is 2-1 and 1-0.
.
Howard playe9 the defending
1

Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference P,nent. In the Bison's first two
champion Wildcats tough, but outings, Jeffriee said he felt his
turnovers again proved costly to team was not giving a 100 percent
the Bison. They turned the ball' effort; but the day after the game
over &even times. B-CC capitalized. ~ he was finally able to change his
on the turnovers by converting tune.
them into 20 of their 23 points.
"The team played real well
, ''That's a t.ough pill t.o swallow physically. They out-hll!ltled Bewhen the team hustles and was in thune . .. We are just our own
the game," said Howard .Head worst enemy," said Jeffries.
Coach Willie Jeffries.
He said his team played an "in·
For the first tim-e in three spired'' game. The defense played
weeks, Jeffries was able to say , like the Howard of old. They may
that his team ''out-huStled" its _opContinued. on page 12

•

Bison Roster -Undergoes Changes
Jim T otte.r

teamfortheremainderoftheyear. The latter "three were all starters
Hi lltop Sui. Reporter
The pla}rers were suspended for for the Bison and were suspended
.
~''disciplinary reasons'' according
this week.
The Bison team roster has gone
Coach Willie Jeffries.
Questionable for tomorrow's
throu.gh some dr i;nat"ic changes
ne from .t he team are defen- game are tailback' Harvey Reed
entenng tomorrol" s. home game~iv tackle Arnold Tucker, who (sho ulder ). quarterback Leon
against ~uth Ca~ol)na State. ,
w s suspended earlier in the year, Brown (back), guard Eric Moore
The Bison hav~ seven players center Vernon Robinson
(knee). tackle Calvert Thomas
that are listed as f1U~stionable for linebacker Cai-roll Hughes and (knee), conerback Andre Matththe game, as wel~ as .four players wide receiver Tyrone Prather, the ews (ankle) and free aafety Willie
that have been sui pe1:1ded from the team's second lea d ing receiver. · "spanky" Johnson (hip pointer).
1

Howard fqllbac~ Tyrone John89n break8 through for open yardare in ~e Biaon'• 23-14 Mid-Eastern Athletic Co"iite..;n~ ·
O.'lid Tucker/N..,. Joumal

lose. The Bison are hoping for breakthroughs in tomorrows home opener.

-
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Biso ettes Serv.: :; Up Win
Stanley Verritt
Hilltop

staf

Reporter

The Howard $ niversi ty volleyball team comtng off four subpar performance ~ in the George
MB.son Invitati~nal Volleyball
• Tournament (~ MIT ), opened
MEAC play thi~ past Tuesday
with 15·1, 15·5, ~3-15, 15·7 win
over Delaware Stl.ate at the Burr
Gymnasium.
.j

•

. The team had. *·e en eliminilted
m the GMIT after two losses on Friday and two moqe on Saturday.
Previously, the Bisonettes had
opened their 1989 season with a
15-5, 15-3, 15-1 viftory over Baltimore's Hood Colle~e on September
17.
.
.

Expected to be he cream of the
crop in the MEA(J: this season, the
Bisonettes definil"ly looked like it
in the Delaware State game .
Stephanie Douglks,
Jackie Holli1
day, and Kristinfl McCollum controlled ·the net throughout the
game, blocking Delaware State
hi ta and repeateilly breaking· the
Hornets' serve. However, it was

Fans

•

they ask, 'Do they have sports?''
H1ll1op
Repor1 er
Charlene Daniels, a Hampton
~
University transfer student from Ft.
Perhaps lhe ke thing to look for Washington, Md., said, ''Football at
in Howard 's ho~e opener again st Hampton was exciting. Herc the
South Carolina ttii:; Salurday is not learns always lose and they don't
whether the Bisqn play well, but have any support from the student
whether the fans ~ urn out.
·
body at all . I see a lack of enthusiasm
The Bison, after months of..being as far as the football players are conwithout a homclard, Fesume play at cerncd. They need support.''
·
Howard Stadium · lhis Saturday .
The team usually gets support in
Game time is I ~.m .
the opening game. During the last to
These are hard jtimes for Howard years, attendance in the 8,0<X> scat
football. The tea was impressive in ''Dustbowl'' averaged an overflow
its last outing, - a 23-14 loss to crowdof.9,500. Part. of the overflow
Bcthunc-Cookm . But the loss gave is due to the fact that Howard opthem a 0-3 record for the season, and ponents for ihose games - South
the 18th loss in thei[ last 20 games. Carolina State. aod !'fampton And while the telm -is rapidly runn- brought jln ample supply of fans.
ing out of cxplan;ttions, many 9f the Nevertheless, the stadium was full on
fans have run oqt of patience. ·
the Bison's .side.
''It's pitiful,'' laid Glen Mccants,
But there \yas a sense of optimism ~
a senior from B ooklyn. ''It's bad· · on the part of the fans then . In the
when you go to o1 her places and you first game, the Bison had just come
tell people you o ·t~ Howard and back from an upset win over

St1f

the game. "That's the way I always
serve.'' ehe said. "I didn't do anything different. I was just so peyched up because it was our first
home game. I just wanted to show
everybody that we have a good volleyball team here at Howard."
Debnam also cited Cureton's excellent setting as one of the major
factors in the victory. According to
Debnam, Cw:eton is ''a good setter,
something that we just can't seem
to get around here. ''We've always
had plenty of good hitters, but not
sett.ere."
Cureton said that she is .ready
and willing to continue setting, despite the fact that a setter's work
.often goes unnoticed to the spectator.
"It doesn't bother me at all, the
fane not noticing," Cureton said,
''because I like to see my hitters
put the ball down. I know that if I
give them a good set, they're going
to put it down. I think the team
appreciates it," she added.
The Bisonettes now gear up for a
two week road trip before returning to Burr to face Gallaudet and
UMES on OCtober 8.

or

•

Register by October 11 to take NSA's
Professional Qualiftce.tlon Test.

Bethune-Cookman . In tlle second,
the talk of a new coach and new
talent was prevalent.
This year, there is no such optimism . Ttie team's poor showing,
coupled with the delay of the .new
stadium, has left Howard practically drained of what little school spirit
it had .
Charles Pugh, a junior from
Washington, D.C. said, ''In . my
freshman year, students always talked about football. They were concerned. Now they arc not. I haven't
ev.en thbught about gojng to Saturday's game. I've lost enthusiasm for
the team and I've got work to do.
''But even if I didn't have work,
I probably wouldn't go. I already
know what the outcome of the game
will be,'' he said.
Lee Patterson, a senior from West
Palm Beach, Fla., said the attitude
toward football at Howard may have
eo.tm...d. on p r 11

----

'

NSA 's Professional Qualtnce.tion Test (PQT) oould
be the most 1m]Xll't&nt test you ever ta.ke. mttmately, it could qualify you !Or a.n exciting, challenging
G8J'88r with the National Security Agency.
NBA 1B responsible for analyzing foreign com·
mun10&tions, 88.fegus.rding our government's vital
oomrilunioations a.nd securing government oomputer
systems. This unique three-fold m1S8ion keeps NBA
on the cutting edge of technology a.nd makes its
work 1mportani enough to be a ma.tter of national
security.
•
Intr1g'Ued? Then ta.ke the PQT. It's a.n aptitude
test for a broad range of career fields at NBA. If you
quality, you'll be contacted by an
' NBA represen·
tat1ve to schedule a.n interview . At that time, we'll
tell you about some of the exciting roles you oould
play tn d&ta systems, language, information science,
oommunic&tions a.nd management.
·
So what a.re you watttpg for? Pick up a PQT
bulletin at your placement office, or write directly to
NBA for a oopy. The four hour test ls given SaturClay,
October 26, 1986. There's no regtstr&tion fee , but
your reglst.ra.tion form. must be received no later
tha,n Octc- 11.
If you 're a graduate wtth a Bachelors or Masters
degree in Electronic Englneertng, Computer Science
qr a Slavic, Near-Eastern /181&n language, you
don't have to take the t.es---r'. '.To'SChedule an interview
with NBA, just contact your pl&oement office.
T&king the PQT could be the most intelligent thing
you do.

ail to Support Home Team

. Jot? ,urris

•

the offensive play of Tracey Smith,
La Donna-Washington, and setter
Lisa Cureton, all ;n their first year
with the t ea,m, _th!at helped the
Bisonette!' tally up point after
point and . ure their second win
of the season.
Smith, who is quickly emerging
as the Bisonettes ' premiere
all Iound playCr, served a total of
22 points for the match, including
one stretch during the firet game
where ~he Bisonettes scored nine
straight before her service was
broken. Smith's play ·also earned
some well deserved praise from
Bisonettes Head Coach Cynthia
Debnam.
''Tracey's serving was sensational," said Debnam. ''It's due to
concentratfon and to practice. ·
When you go up to the line to
serve, that's thehardestpartofthe
game. If you're not mentally prepared, you can't serve. When you
find a girl who 0 can serve like
Tracey, it's just because she's a
good volleyball player and a good
athlete "
' however, said she did
Smith,
nothing special in preparing for

The •aUonal lecutty •• ''07'•
Prof •tonal qu.1tt1oatlo11. 'l'•t:.

•

•
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Of Career Opportunities
.

NATIONAL Sl!lCURITY AGENCY

.

A rtB: 113aa(ll)
Port Ks1de, Kl> 20786-6000
U.S. Ci-.i.hlproQulNd.
An 9Q.ual llPPOl°'UDa7 ernpL JW .
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Bis n Lose Opener
Continued from pace 11

have been out-si~ but they were
' once again plaxing physical. It
was not refl~ in the statistics,
B-CC had 462 !<ital ·net yards for
the game, 297 passing and 165

rushing, but

t~e

Wildcats had

trouble getting jnto the endzone.
B-CC opened lhe game on.their
own 16-yardlintlr Onthefiretplay,
All-MEAC qullljterback Bernard
HaWk hit wide-~iver Sebastian
Brown (9 catches, 222 yards) with
a 44 yard pass. ?ne play later the
two combined f~r a _39 yard gain,
giving the Wild'i"ts a firet down at
Howard's 16
yard
line. But the
.
I - .
Bison defense toughened up and·
forced B-CC to tttempt a 22 yard
field goal, whiFh the Wildcats'
kicker, Manny Eanolas missed.

The Bison o · ense then· sput-

the first quarter.
Following the kickotf, the Bison·
defense forced B-CC ~ punt; but
Howard's Andre Matihews wae
unable to handle the puht and BCC recovered the fumble at the
Howard 48.
The Bison defense again stopped
the Wildcats and forced them to
try a 45 yard field goal. On the
attempt, Howard was called for
roughing the kicker which gave BCC a firet down at Howard's 14yard line.

F~e

plays later Hawk hit
ArthurSimmonswith_athreeyard
touchdown pass with f2':49 left in
the second; .quarter. The pointafter-kick tied the acore at 7-7.
After the ensuing kickoff, the
Bison took over on their 36-yard
line. l'wo plays later, tailback
Harvey Reed never saw Brown's
option pitch and B-CC recovered
the ball at the Bison 32-yard line . .
Four plays later, Manolas kicked a 46 yard field goal to give the
Wildcats a 10-7 lead. It appeared
as though Howard would again
self destruct, but such was not the

tered and was ~ i:ced to punt. The
game then turn~ into an exhibition of turnoverle. On the Wildbats' next possession, they movf<!." from their 12yard line to th_'! Bison 25; but on
third and 12, lfawk was hit and
fumbled the bap. Richard Coram
recovered the ~all°·for Howard at
the Bison 32 . . I·· ·
. '- case.
Four plays later, Howard quarThe Bison's Curtis Chappell
terback . L~olll Brown· was in- took the kick-off in his end zone
tercepted at B-~C's 15-yard line.
and ran up the middle of the field
One play lai, Hawk hit Brown before cutting to the left sideline
with a pass, b t he fumbled the and racing untouched for a record
ball away. C uck Taylor reco- tyi11;g 100 yard touchdown. Reed
vered for the ' Bison at the Wildhad set the record for longest kickcats' 28-yard lipe.
·
_ . off return last year by returning
Brown then ~ed twice for 22.,. one for 100 yards against South
yards, and wit'I t~e help of a five Carolina State. Chappell's return
yardholdingpenaltyonB-CC,Ho- gave the Bison a 14-10 lead with
ward had a first down at one-yard point-after-kick.
line. Fullback I Ronnie Epps carThe Bisqn defense again caused
ried the ball.in for the.Bison's first a turnover after the kickoff. The
rushing 'touch~own of the season. Bison's Willie ''Spanky'' Johnson
It was also the Jfiret time that the intercepted Hawk on the Wildcats'
Bisonhaveled1nagamethisyear.
first play after the kickoff. John·
Jon Nicolaised's point-e..ftA:r-kick
son was named MEAC · Rookie ol
madethescoref·Owith3:56leftin
the Week following his two in-

I

terception, one fumble recovery
Jl!!rformance.
The Bison offense took over and
moved to the B-CC 21. But for the .
second time in two weeks, the
Bison had a field goal attempt
blocked. B-CC recovered the
blocked kick at its 28-yard line.
Once more the Bison defuse held
the Wildcats and forced them to
punt; and once more Matthews
couldn't handle the punt. B-CC recovered the fumble at Howard's
15.
)

Four plays tater, Manolas kic.ked a 30 yard field goal making the
score 14-13 with 2:48 left in the
half. There.was no further scoring
in the firet half and it ended with
the Bison leading at the half for
the firet time this season.
· The news at halftime wasn't
good, as Reed had left the game in
the second quarter and did not return for the remainder of the game
due to a shoulder iajury.
The second half oE"ned with the
two teams trading possessions
waiting for one or the other to
make a mistake. The Bison were
.the firet to make a mistake.
For the third time in the game
the Bison were unable to handle a
punt. Howard's Frankie Hall fumbled the punt and B-CC recovered
at Howard's 25.
•
One play later, B-CC running
back King Green scored on a 25
yard run: The extra:point made it
20-14 with 5:24 left in the third
quarter.
The Wildcats closed out the scoring in the fourth <juarter with a 25
yard field goal by Manolas, his
third field goal of the game.
Brown led the Bison in passing
with seven completions in 25
attempts .for 100 yards. Ronnie
Epps led the ground attack with 68
yards on 13 carries.

.

• D. Nickenon/Hilliop sc.tf f'hotoenpher

more to do wit poor teams. ''The
s1udents aren't really tuned into
athletics. And 1 oward isn't known
for football li~e so many of the
southern schoo~s are. __ _
''A good e~ani.ple of this is
Homeco ming.
hen you go to the
game, you see eople just standing
around, as i~it'f the 'in' thing to do .
They just go· t9 games to ~~e who's

•

Men Netters ' Place Fourth,
Inexperience Stunts Play
Joseph R. Ancrum

_

place at the Salisbury by half a "we were destroyed."
point. They may have taken third
Haywood Willis, a recent transif Darryl Pope, the team's top seed fer from the Univereity of Pittplayer had won a 2-6, 6-1, 6-4 sbwgh,playinginthenumberone
µiatch against Mike Schnebly of spot for the Bison, because of the
Westchester University-Jn the absence of Darryl Pope, lost 2-6,
third set, a questionable call by 1-6, to Allan Von Nostrand. The
the umpire, caused Pope to lose his reason for his poor play said Wilconcentration, and allow Schnebly lie, "I'm not handling the pressure,
to come from behind four games to . I also haven't played competitiveone, and win. I felt the officiating ly in three years.,,
was inconsistent, •• sai~ope after
r
the tournamen~
·
Other match scores were Washington's Barry Horowitz over Kent
No Ho"'.ard player adv!\!.'
to ; Whitley, 6-4, 6-2, John'McConnin
the .finals in any of the rounils.. . t over Joe Major' 3-6, 6-3, 6-1, Keith
Strickland. was particularly im- Wallace over Bob Bryant, 6-0, 6-0.
pressed with the play of Sean
uickestmatchofthed.aywas
Bowen, a sophomore from the
·
\
Bahamas. Strickland said con- a 50-m ·-llll.te workout for Louis
cerning Bowen, i•Sean is a real Hutchinso~ of Washington over.
comer and I am impressed with his Markillold1ng, a freshman, from
play ..,
Shreveport Louisiana. After the
match Bolding told Strickland,
Following the team's nine to "coach, he overwhelmed me."
zero bludgeoning from GeorgeW ashington on Tuesday at Haines
George Washington has five
Point, some players summed up playeqi from last year. The Bison
the match in just a . few words. played George Mason Uilivereity
Kent Whitley simply said, "we on Wednesday. No score was availwere crushed," Joe Major added, able at the time of this writing.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

The tennis team paid the price,
for lack of experience. The team
pl&ced fourth in the Salisbury
'Pburnament, this past weekend,
and suffered a 9-0 Joss to George
Washington earlier in the week.
The team has only two players
'
from last year's team. Darryl Pope
and Jose Major. The teams that
the Bison play have as many as six
players from the previous year;
some of the playere have played as
'- .
some incen1ive . I know I would not many as three years.
there, " she said.
George Mason University, winSo what can be done about the lack wan! to play if people weren't out
of scho·ol spirit ? Many st udent s there.''
· ner of the Salisbury Tournament,
believe fans can be n1ore supportive
Of course, most students agree that entire team has played together at
and involved.
one of !he surest ways to gel fans least two years. When asked how
''Publicity is-the biggest )Jart of back into the stands and excited is for is his team going. to overcome its
it," said Pugh. ' ' We don't even ha\'C the Sison to win games. ''Bl1t, '' inexperience, Howard Coach Larpep rallies like Y.'e used 10 ."
Austin added, ''when they do win,
Olga Au s1in, a junior from pr3.isc them, because ever)'One cer- ry Strickland said, "The only way
Philadelphia said ,' 'Not enough peo- tainly talks enough about !hem when that we can, by playing more
matches and concentrating on the
ple go to !he games. The team needs they do pitifully."
fundamentals." Strickland added
-- '
- that he felt very confident that the
team would be very competitive
before the Fall season was over.
· , The Bison missed taking third
•

- TllE JAZZ ARTIST OF THE 80s .
4-TIME
GRAMMY AWARD
WllYIYER
.
.

.

\

.Track Effort Pleases Coach
offreshmanJohnBranchstoodout
particularly in the coaches' mind_
Hilltop Staff Reporter
•iThe performance Qf John
With one meet under their belt, Branch (7th over all, firet among
the men's and women's croBB coun- Howard's men) was a very big surtry teams have answered 99me prise. You have to look at the fact
questions that can only be- an- that he finished ahead of three of
swered througi) head-to-head com- our retur;ning all-conference runners, Donald· Battle, Ralph Gomes
petition.
and Randolph Chadwick to
cin Sept. 21, the tracksters
appreciate what this means."
travelled to Dover, Delaware to .
Although the men's team
take on three _conference teams: finished
third with a point total of
Delaware State; the University of
58 behind the Univereity of Mary]'4aryland Eastern Shore; and land Eastern Shore and defending
Morgan State.
conference champion Delaware
Of the two teams, the men's State, who scored 44 and 20 points
team-was the biggest surprise to respectively, Moultrie was happy
Coach ?tfoultrie. The performance and said that he doesn't evaluate

Johll Mitchell

live In Concert!
T&5DA·Y t
TOBER . lst
A 7:30PM
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The Howard Univeraity~~ auftered two dJaappolnting loaaea ov~r the past week and half. They lost an overthne match
to William and Mary, 4-2. and forfeiteCt a match against Loyola Colleae on Sept. 18, when Coach Tucker puli~ hia team off of
the fleld due to poor officiating. Pacing the Rooters in the William and Mary match were Anton Skerritt and Keith Walcott,
who bad one goal each.
·
·

Stu ,ents Lack Enthusiasm r
Continued fn>m ·age 11

-

-

.

'
'
.
they" fare againat

_people on how
the field bµt on how well they perform according to their abilities.
'
The woinen fared better than
the men did, finishing second t.o
the women's defending conference
champion, Delaware State. Lead- --ing 1the ~ay for the women was
•
Latrese Todd who finished fourth
over all. Janice Kelly, Jackie Tolbert and freshman Cindy Ford
finished second, third and fourth
respectively (qr the BisoQ.
Coach Mou·t trie was pleased
with.his team's overall effort, but
said be would like to see the team
run tougher at their next meet.
which will be held in College Park; .
Maryland on Sept. 28.

The Nation's largest
Black collegiate newspaper
I
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•
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Now, you can keep up-to-date on all
issues affecting your alma mater while
at the same time
The Hilltop
help protect the
Howard University
'
2217
Fourth Street N. W.
future of Howar<I's Washington,
D.C. 20059
· only student
0 YES! I want know
students
of
·oo -tssu:eS affecting my
almarnata. Please enter my name as a Hilhop sponsor for the term I've
checked bebv. My
deductibM; check
payal*! to The
controlled
HU/top. Howard
Is enclosed.
.
publication.
D 1,...,,,,,.,..,.,,, 131ss1ies, $13conb1butionsmrttngfriday, January 17th, 1986.
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QUARTET
liickets are on sale now at the Warner Theatre Box Office. all
Ticketron and TicketCenter outlets, or call

to
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Direction Ch~nged on 6th St.

'-

Denlae Clay

new entrance at Georgia Avenue

Sixth Street. There are meters on ,

Hilltop Staff Writ.er

and Fairmont Street, which is the

the eaat side, however, students

most attractive area instead of
Moat Howard bniveraity stu- . coming through some of the beck
dents returned for the fall semes- ways of the university, 'J'ucker
ter unaware of the directional seid,
change on. ~e 2400 block of Sixth
"We received the request for the .
Street, N,W. that changed from a change last year,'' said Jack ·

one way to a two way street starting at the SchooJ of Architecture
' .
and ending at Gate
Plaza, next to
the School of B~noas.
. The reason for the change was to

present a betteri flow of traffic
through the campus and reduce
congestion, according to Herbert
Tucker, director of Physical Facili. . ties and Management for Howard.
University . offfcials wanted the
traffic to come tbrvugh Howard's

Smallway, head of investigation
division in Traffic System at the
. W ks ''W
Dep art men t of Publ IC
or ,
e
Jranted. the change since it did not
affi t 11 fth traffi
· DC

ec a o

e

tc areas in · ·

and alsonfu.sthe ci:,ange would not
cause co
ion.
When the change was made, the
Department of Public Works had

to remove the meters from the
west si9e of th~ street which limi~
access to parking for students on

Hill top Classified Ad
·
Policy •

~

will be given tickets if they park
on the west side of the.street.

From the engineering building

1. Personals

to the School of Social Work the
street is not two way; howev~r. in
the.future 8 proposal to .make the
e11;t1re street t~o way will be submitted, 8 ~~g ~ Tucker. Another poss1b:J1ty 1s to ask that
Sixth Street be ded , ted to H
. •ca.
oward and by doing this the surrounding community would not be
able.tousethest1eet,saidTucker.
A no th er 1nvest1ga
· ·
' t·ion is
· in
·
progreas at the intersection of College and Fourth Street, where a
traffic signal has been requested
August 24. Tucker has not received a response yet.

Personal ads will be charged $1.00 not to exceed
30 words; anything over 30 words will be
additional charged $1;00 for every 5 words over
•
2. Campus Organizations
If an organization is placing a classified for the :_
purpose of announcing a meeting, se,m inar or
non-profit making event, there is no charge so
long as the classified is .u nder 30 words; there ·
will be a $1.00 charge for every 5 words over the
30 word limit.
- If the organization is sponsoring an event that
will be a profit-making venture, i.e., party,
:selling of flowers, cab, etc., the charge will be
$5.00 for 30 words or under and $1.00 extra
charge for every 5 words over 30 words.

Sympbsium Bene.ficial and Positive

'

'

Contl.nued ~m Je I
Weare on themarCh. We are fightwhatever and st~ll be religious," ing out and lashing out at that
he said. ''Dismi~ the question of which has ope_ressed us," he s_aid.
religion and tall\ about the ditTer''We don't need what the world
eriCe between religion and Jesus has used to oppress us. Just reach
Christ.''
·
.
down in the stream of the wisdom
The issue is ~ot what is your ·of God and pick up the five princireligion but do yqu know God," he pies of truth, a belief and faith in
said. "It's not wh~t church you go God. I don't care how bigthe battle
to and what family you were born field is," said Dr. Muhammad.
into ... the issu~ is do you know
God because separation from God
According to Tom Skinner the
is what sin is.". I
·
enemy (Satan) has lead the op-

Shouts and applause rang preased into believing that the opthrough the roomlas students, pro- pressor really owns the land and
fessors, and D.C. residents ex- that we are the intruders.
preased ag1eemer)t with the points
·"We have been fooled by the
made during the sj>eakers' mes- enemy into belieVing that as a peosages.
pie we have nothing," said Skinn. One or the mos't p_ressing issues er. ''We have become so crippled
that stemmed froht the discussion that WC now blame the White man.
was the oppre88iop of Black people for everything that goes wrong
by White people through the use of with us except recognizing that
Christianity.
I
.· · Godawaitstoempowerustodirect
''In due course ff time you and I our own future.
have fal\en victim to the imperial''If we submit to the will of God
ism of this Whitd man 's Christian- and decide that Christ is Lord and
"
ity,'' said Dr. Multammad.
''If you we invite Him to live in us then in
look at modem Christianity that's His name and through His word
white .supremacy. Don't tell me we begin to occUJ)y..the land. Some .
that man who thousand years ago of.us will occupy in His -n ame the
·
was the Chris t tha t your b 1.bl e 1s
banks ... seats inth e U .S . Senate
speaking of.
·
... the seats in Congress and will ·
''Black people are on the rise. practice before the Supreme
-----+--------------~--- ·

I

Chlamydia ,.

,

Court."
Skinner declai-ed that if Blacks
would begin to understand how
~o~ey is r;nanag~. according to
b1bl1cal scnptures it would mov~
three-fourthsofusoutofpoverty.
Comments from students who
attended the program were
primarily poeitive. Lydia Scoon, a
home economics major in the
school of Human Ecology, said, ''It
was a key point as far as· having
tolerance for each other instead of
knocking each other down. We
need to show true love and toler~
ance in respect of one another.

A
•

I

lrunks, bottles,

I.
1

SALES & RENTALS
.

. r

'

Visit our Booth at Career Exploration Day, OctOber 2nd.
Join our Technical Managers for lnfonnal career dlscu11lon1
on October 3rd at the Engineering Bulldlng, LK Downing Hall,
Room #2017 and #2019 (Engineering 6 Reading Room)
from 4PM-7PM. Refresh11:ents will be served.

-

LI

--

1

1

University of California

Lawrence Livermore
National
atory

,

. Logan's

I

3118

t. Plellliant St., N, W., D. C. 2483-2428

'

•

Equal 0pportunlty employer m/f/h/v.
U.S. citizenship is required. ·
'
'

'

.' .

'

'

to talk to you about the exciting career opportunities and summer internship
programs that are available at one of the world's premier research centers.

furniture, leaded and stalned glass, jewelry

. - HEIRLOOM/,

'

Seniors, Juniors, Sophomores ... if your major is in Engineering, Mathe1Nltlc1, ..
Computer Science, Chemistry or Physics, our Technical Managers would like

)

\

,,

•

In The Livermore Valley,
Where The Pace Is Relaxed, Far From ·
Urban Congestion, Yet Near Enough
To Enjoy The Advantages Of Cities Like
·San Francisco, Oakland, And Berkeley.

'1

STUDENTS · / 1
COLLECTIBLE &

•' l

.

TILis Shop ts loade d with a.II kinds of old goodies , dolls, toys, c hina, b

. copper,

'

All Hilltopics Are due by Tuesday, 5:00
. t•ion.'
p.11,l..' N o Excep
All classified ads must be paid fQr in
'
· advance!!!! · ·

'

~l

ANTIQUES:!_/-::::\

Individuals who wish to place a classified ad for
the purpose of buying, selling or announcing a
service will be charged $5 for 30 words and $1.00
for each 5 words over 30 words.

Energy Jndependence, National Security, and a Quality Environment

;' "?1
I

4. Individuals

r

THE GREAT OVERCOAT IS BACK!
Hcningbobe Tweeds, Gabardine, Camelhair, Cashmeres,
Wools, Mdre, Mott ~fore. . .
[_~

~

•

•

'

COAT SALE!

I

- A flat rate of $10 for 45 words will be charged to
companies wishing to advertise in tne Hilltop.

HU SA President Emory
Calhoun
be fi . said,
to th ''It was definitely
h d.d 't
1
1
ne icia . e peop e w ~ 1 n
know the W?rks or practices ?f
Jesus or the 1cf.eals of Islam. This
is the month of UMOJA
which means unity .

''Somebody else may not have
It's treatment lis the same for these symptoms, but others. Like- '
other venereal diseases and has wise, your partner may just have
basically the same symptoms. one or two symptoms.''
'When a patient bomes in and we·
M~le symptoms tend to show up
suspect gonorrhea (or other forms sooner. Initially, they include disof venereal disea$), we always en- coinfort and burning during urinatertain the idea . ~hat it might be tion and discharge of a watery,
chlamydia and tj>st (the patient) clear, non-odorous fluid from the
for that too," saidlT heresa Teekah, penis.
health educato~ for University
. By and large, though, "The disHealth Services. 'We must look at charge, either for males or
all venereal diseases right on the females, is the first sign that says
spot.''
I
something'& wrong," Teekah adAt most health centers, includ- ded .
Prevention is easy. "You've just
_ing University Health Services,
antibiotie&-like tetracycline, for got to know your partner," said
exarnple--are p~scribed for a per- Teekah. "Be truthful. Tell your
partner about any minor sympiod usually lasting ten days.
toms of infect.on so he or she can be
For women, initial symptoms treated and you won't have to wor-.
include various t)rpes of a vaginal ry about reinfection."
discharge, fever l pelvic pain and
Males Can. use condoms and
tenderness, rediiess around the females can use spermicidal
vaginal openi~g . nausea and creams, foams or suppositories
-vomiting. W-h icp ones arise de- which may weaken the fungal bacpends entirely oi;i the individual. teria. Douching is not advised be"If you have the infection today, cause it pushes the infection furfor example, you lmay jump from a ther into the vaginal cavity.
small discharge today to pelvic
A fact sheet on the disease is
pain tomorrow~ ·· s~id Teekah. available in health services,

"''

3. Local Companies/Agencies ·•

''I like the way it was presented," said Angela Holley, a
sophomore in the school of Business. "I learned about Muslim and
Islam, I found all of it interesting."
"I thought it was good but I don't
know who Allah is,'' said Ann
Hunter, a.n English major from
Philadelphia . ' ' He Muhammad ) kept referring to the Bible
but he gave me a clouded description of his own belief~ . ''

Continued from Pa&e 9
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W HA.,.S up

L-IKE' iliAT.1

I POIJ'T KNOW. 8DYS DON'T S~"'
To ll6 INT'IFllASTFD IN ME. DO '(o.U
'TH•NK I G-11\NE I> /11616-Jfr.'

General

•

'

IT'S HERE: ALP A CHAPTER,
DELTA SIGMA THETA'S ANNUAL DELTA EEK
Sept 29-0ct 5
Schedule of Event :
. Sept 29 Worship S rvices at Andrew
Rankin Chapel , ,
Sept 30 Fundr'aise!: Candy Sale
Oct 1p•o•w:E•Rj Ser'!linar-How we

as students can coptributc
Oct 2 Canned Foj:>d Drive for the
needy
.
~:
Oct 3 Senior Jabt>Frwock
·
Oct 4 Parapherna~ia Display
Oct 5 Dine with
DELTA

..

•

'

•

HE'Y ~I/IL , You A lONE AGA 1N.

'

=

.Vo. I °™INK YOUR /i'OOM 15 4Ali'HEN. LOOK NtOUllO.
SOME "'ANT7,R&T'VllEJ', /\NO II T.Y. ,AlllD Y. C./l

wPL!LO

SE NICE .'

NOW.'-'.1TEN, I'/\\ ON /\ C0.1.1.E#E 8f/l}ffT: AFTER
L/\~T WE£K·END l'M EAT1Nc; Nor IJO/fS!

hlll'VPEA'.SX,iHIS IS LIVE·!YOUR ~·~
"1ANc IS Kl ND OF cvre: You BRllllGA -rAPE TO C:.ET US -IN THE' ,.,OOP.~'
YS'"H ... . SOM£TNIN~ LIKETll"f!

The Charles H . Houston Pre·Law Would you like to improve, enhance,
Society will be having an informal or ''show ofr' your publJc speaking
session with Dr. Sharon Banks, Pre· skills in a friendly, supportive enLa'" Advisor, on things that you;_.,:v ironmcnt? If the answer is yes, then
should know before entering- la
TOASTMASTERS is for you!!
school on Tues. , Oct. 1 at.S P .M . in ''Break the Ice'' with us on WednesRoom 150 Blackburn Center. All in· day, October 2, in room 415 of the
tcrested are encouraged to attend .
School of Business it 5:15 p.m. Find
.
out about it.
:. !

A I I ENTIONI ! CLUB GEORGIA is
sponsoring a trip to ATLANTA,GA
for
the
MOREHOUSE
HOMECOMING (OCT. 25-27).
Tickets are $50 round trip, and the
deadline for money is Friday, Oct.
11 . For purchasing Info . call :
636-1963, 636-0456, 797-2714, or
636-2703.

WHAT'S UP SILKY SATIN AND
RALPH!!! THANKS FOR ALL
YOUR HELP THIS WEEKEND.
LOVE YA, ''V''

University will be having their 1st official meeting on Wed . Oct. 2 in the
Engineering Auditorium at 5:30 P .M.
All Old and New Members are encouraged to attend . We need all of
your support and participation to
mak.e this 85 / 86 academic ' year a
success!!

TRIPLE YOUR READING SPEED
IN THREE WEEKS . THE IDEAL
LEARNING
CE NTER
IN
COOPERATION WITH THE
AFRO -AMERICAN STUDIES
RESOURCE CENTER INVITES
YOU TO A .FREE INTRODUCTORY MINI SPEED READING
SESSION MON. OCT 7 AT 12
NOON AND 7:30 PM IN THE LECTURE
HALL
OF
THE
UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY.
CLASSES BEGIN THURSDAY,
OCT. IOTH. FOR MORE !NFORMAT!ON CALL 269-9422.

7-B-84
Thanx very much for the flower . I
didn't think you would send it, but
it just goes to show that your bark is
worse than :Your bite. Confused
about Tuesday and the note? Story
at 11 .
~ Your Physics Partner

The Michigan Club of Howard

Attention All Anglican/ Episcopal
·Students: During th·e week of OcMore information and Details com- tober 7-J I there will be a registration
of Episcopal students at Andrew
ing soon!!!
Rankin Memorial Chapel· Basement
Lounge beginning each day at 12
~The Ladies of Alp a Chapter, Delta
Sigma Theta Soro 'ty, Inc. will spon- Noon until ... A complimentary lunch
sor their 9th Ann al Walk-A-Thon will be served.
on Sat. October I , 1985 on, behalf
of Thika Mater ity Hospital in EXTRA !! EXTRA!!
Nairobi, Kenya·. tudcnts interested The Finest in Motion Pictur:.e Enterin participating c
pick up pledge tainment The . ''MOVIE CLUB.''
sheets beginning oday in Bethune Five Movies per week for only $2.00
rms . 504 E, 621E, 313E, Slowe rms . on GIANT SCREEN P~OJEC · .
3-127, 3-218, and eridian rms . 810, · T!ON . REGISTRATION: Ground
Floor· Plaza , Blackburn Center
229.
9125-1014.
•
A T T E N T I 0 N C 0 MMUNICATORS: As if the MiBB Howard University Chess Club
The Second meeting of the H. U.
Communications Paa "Dt wun't Chess
Club will be held on1 Mon .
anough, the School of Com· Sept . 30 in Room I 06/ 110 of the Colmunications St~dent Council is lege of. Pharmacy at 5 P.M . ~II are
sponsoring a Hf PPY Hour. This invited to attend , For further Inforfun-filled eveni~g of food, . music mation call Dr. K. Scott (636-7288)
or Donal<j Minus (829-2082)
and drinkli will be held Friday,
September 27, a · the Howard Inn, Chess Tournament
,
Coffee Connec;on. The Happy. The H .U. Chess Club will hold its
Hour begins at ~.:30 . The Student first chess tournament on Sat. Oct .
5 at the Blackburn Center. RegistraCouncil ·appre1iates your con- tion 9 a .m . Tournament donation.
$1 .00. All scores reccive T H.U.
.tinued support.
.
Chess Club tee shirt. Bring board and
General Milla "jvill be featured in pieces. See you there .
an information IH saion on Monday, September 30, 1985 at 4 PM ATTENTION CLUB CON1'/EC·
in the SBPA au~torium. A zecep- TICUT members and other interested
tion will immediately follow. All Conn. students. Meeting Sept. 30, 7
p.m. , Bla~kburn Center.
busineu majors!are cordially in·
vitied epecifica.1.ly those in the The Policital Science Society of
1
areas of acco~ting, computers, Howard University will hold its next
general meeting on Oct. 2 at 4 p.m.
and marketing.
'
..
.
.
in Douglass Hall rm B-21. All
members and interested persons are
KAPPA WEEK ND "85"
encouraged to attend.
FIRE & ICE
October 4:6
-·
THE SOUTH CAlitOL!NA CLUB is
having a Happy Hour tonight from
Fri. Oct. 4
.
5-9 p.m. at the Howard Inn . All
1:00 P.M. Step S~ow by the Noto,rius South Carolina and Howard Univer,. Nupe Team (Ho~ard University)
sity students are encouraged to
5:00-9:00 P.M. Happy Hour at attend.
Woodies Hilltop Lounge (2713 Ga.
Ave.). 75 Beer, I. 0-Drinks with Pro- ATIENTION: The South Carolina .
per I.D . plus Fr~ HorsDouvres .
club will be having a Bake Sale today
10:00-4:00 A.M1- Party · with the from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. ip Douglass
Nupes all · Night Long at the Hall. Such goodies as cpokies and
. Clubhouse (1296 Upshur St. N. W.). donuts will be sold.
$3 .00 w/ College l.D.
..
·
Sat. Oct. 5 ·
TO ALL INTERESTED MEN: '
10:00-2 :30 A . fir!. Party at the THE BROTHERS OF BE "• A
Georgetown Hal, of Nations (36th & CHAPTER, ALPHA PHI Al l'HA
Prospect St. Geoj getown University) FRATERNITY INC. ANNOUNCE
Sun. Qct. 6
,
THEIR ANNUAL PRE-SMOKER
Chapel Call- ankin Memorial ON OCT. 2, AT 7 P.M. IN
Chapel.
DOUGLASS HALL ROOM B-21 .

The Ohio Club will be meeting Oct.
3 at 5:30 p.m . in 116 Douglass Hall .
fmportant topics will be discussed
and all Ohioians arc Welcome: Trip
to Cleveland, Happy Hour, Sweatshirts, Wine & Cheese and Doughnut
Sale. Make our club live once
again!!!
·
'
The MEN OF ALPHA CHAPTER,
PHI BETA ~IGMA FRATERt<ITY
INC., strongly urge all students to attend THE RALLY at THE.SOUTH
AFRICAN EMBASSY today starting at 1:30 p.in. Be involved, for you
can make a difference.

Happy Birthday 12-Xi-84. From
3-Xi-84. H_ave a nice Birthday, ya
Bubba! ! !

1

To Booby
The last few month :. have been the
best I have seen in .~tong time. Yoµ
hav.e made me feCI better about
myself and life. You have been a
friend, an old-fashioned romantic, a
person to hang out with, and most of
all, a sensitive human being. Let's
keep what we have and let it gr.o w.
Thanks from the bottom of my
heart! The Del Monte Kid
Happy Birthday Stephanie. That's
three down and one to go and then
we'll all be legal. Love, Pam
Happy Birth·day Krystal B.
This comes to you from a lfriend. I
do hope we can get together to
celebrate. Guess Who & Guess Right
This Time

HEY , TIPHANIE AND NICOLE!
You 'guys a:re finally legal and no
longer
JAIL
BAIT!!!
Good Luck and I'lTIOve you forever. To my friend, Maybe it was my sexy
Don't forget my March legalization !! walk, maybe it was my eyes, or
friends, erica lynn
. maybe it wasn't me at all! I hope
you're having a good time! remember
the
musketeers, tl)e ones we've -shared. Happy
The Was hington Po st . Sunday To
THE MEN OF ALPHA C HAPTER, Magazine is doing an article on Are we going to make it or what? Belated '' B'' Day .. . ''Seventeen'
PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY valedictorians who are a1 tending area Well I want to wish us all the best of Thirty"
IN C. , CHALLENGE all organiza. universities andd wishes to contact · luck. We'll need it ! Next year we'll
•
tions (state clubs, and especially the Howard University freshman be doing a lot of traveling, hopefull- By Campus Consensus:
BUSH Wade is a jerk
Greeks) to participate in the RALLY students who graduated as valedic- ly we are on the way!!! R.A .--T.
today at THE SOUTH AFRICAN torians of their high school. All
EMBASSY. BE INVOLVED, DO freshmen students who were valedic- Rock, Thank yoll for the carnation!
NOT FORGET OUR OWN PAST. torians are requested to contact Alan It was a sweet thought. 1 owe_you
Hermesch in the Department of one. Stone
To all Massachusetts residents- · University Relations at 686-5400
Sydney, Deneen, Darla, Kim, Ally, PART TIME POSITION
There will be a Mass. Club Meeting
'
EARN EXTRA CASH
on Sept. 30 in Douglass Hall Rm 131 The African Students Association of Shana:
AND/ OR A SPEED READli'jG
at 7 P.M. Please attend .
Howard University welcomes all in- Though it's not often said our friend- CLASS, MARKETING AND
terested students· to f"its weekly ship is v'ery special and I just wanted RECRUITING FOR THE IDEAL
NOBUCS, THE NATIONAL · meeting this Friday, Sept. 27 at 5:00 to take this time-out to let all of you RAPID READING AND COM·
ORGANIZATION OF BLACK p.m . in Roomm B-2 1 of Douglass know that ours is unique and PREHENSION BUILDING PRO"
UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE Hall. This weeks meeting will feature e~erlasting! Love , Teri
GRAM. FOR MORE INFO. CALL
STUDENTS, WILL HOLD !TS. special guest Dr. Robert S. Pritchard
269-9422.
'
No .
113: r
NEXT
GENERAL
BODY who will speak on the importance Of To
MEETING ON THURSDAY, OCT. belonging to an African Students We seldom take time out to let peo- FACULTY-STUDENTS
10 at 7p.m. IN THE HUMAN Association . Dr. Pritchard is an in- ple know how truly special they are TAJ Book Service-A student owned
ECOLOGY AUD!TOR!l:JM. RGB ternationally renowned concert and I just wanted you to know that and operated enterprise is paying
DAY IS COMING ...
pianist and advisor to A·frican you are always in my thoughts. c2n- caSh for used and unwanted text
tinue to be my friend as I will con- books with resale market value. For
Liberation leaders.
tinue to be yours . Love, No . 437
THE BROTHER$ OF ALPHA
details Contact Tim Jones at (202)
CHAPTER., OMEGA PSI PHI
722-0701. Thanks for supporting a
A,T TENTION ALL GEORGIANS!
Happy
Birthday
Courtenay,
FRATERNITY, INC. WOULD
T'here will be a Club Georgia meeting
student enterprise.
•
Your
day
has
finally
come!
Home&irl
LIKE TO INVITE ALL IN- on ·Oct .3 at 7 p.m . in Douglass I-Jail
•
TERESTED MEN TO OUR AN~ room 136. Club pictures for the Bison By the way are Drinks still on the WASHING TON
BULLETS
House?
NUAL PRE-SMOKER, TO BE Year.book will be taken this meeting
BASKETBALL
HELD ON WEDNESDAY, OCT 2, so please be prompt. All are asked to
TELEMARKETING OPENINGS
COURTENAY,
198S AT 7 P .M . IN THE SOCIAL wear the club sweatshirts for the porPart-time Day and Evening Positions
Looks
like
you
finally
made
it!
WORK
aUD!TORIUM :
BE
at the capital Centre. Interested Sclftrait . Membership dues of $7 will be
PROMPT!!
taken at this meeting also. Hope to 21!!!!! Have a Happy one!!!
Motivators. Call Hillary Stevenson at
Love
always,
Alease
see you there, Georgians.
(301)386-7008.
'
"GOD'S .SAFETY VAL VE" is the
Attention Party People!
topic being presented at LIVING THE MEN OF ALPHA CHAPTER, Bodacious & Jimmy:
Just
a
small
nbte
to
thank
you
both
Stop settling for second rate disc
COLOR on Wed. Oct. 2 at 7 p.m . to · PHI BETA SIGMA FRATERNITY
jockeys and get the best for less. Con8:15 p.m . in room 142 Blackburn. INC., and their ILLUSTRIOUS for being true friends.
Love,
Teri
..
tact L.A. Grooxe Productions for the
LIVING COLOR is a weekly Chris- STARLET COURT invite all to par·
tian fellowship sponsored by Campus ticipate in ttieir 7th Annual' HalloUltimate in party promotions.
Bullet,
alias
Care
Bear,
Featuring D.J. Paris Lewis. Now .
Crusade for Christ, an in- ween Party this _'October at the
Once
again
.I'd
like
to
say
thank
YQU
terdenominational ministry. Campus .children's ~ul- 'P f Howard U.
booking.. 797-8007.
Cr11sadc's purpose is to promote Hospital. For Further information for the carnations. I really didn't ex,pect to get them, but then you never A reference guide to beautiful healthy
Biblical Christianity campus-wide contact A very Monroe 864-7119.
cease to amaze me. Even though hair
and to help provide opportunities for
ALL WHO'S WHO APPL!CA· you're an unpredictable person, I'll •What your hair tells You
Christia~ growth. through small
be patient with you . I think we may · •Rules for healthy hair
g~o~p 81~lc studies and personal T!ONS ARE DUE A'f YOUR have
a
future
together. *Send self-addressed envelope and
DEAN'S OFFICE , OCTOBER 1,
d1sc1plesh1p.
Hershey Bar.
$2.00 to: Tapanna Hair Products,
1,985 .
1836 llth st., N.W. Washington, D.C .
Attention all Pre professional PhysiCourtenay:
cian Assistant Students!! The Physi-.
To a very dear friend ... HAPPY BIR- 20001
ciao Assistant Department cordially
THDAY! Love Teri Blount
2 Rooms for Females Near Slowe.
invites you to its annual Fall
Semester Preprofcssional Student
To
Court-e-Nay W I D Carpet $200.00 ' SHR Utl.
Meeting. The meeting will be held o'n
Happy birthday! Even though you 546-6874
YO!
T
.A.
Hill
Wed. Oct. 16 from 5.6 p.m. in the
WORD UP! Ya been hiding on call me JIVE, I hope the day is the OFFICE SPACE
Cl AHS·room 339. Refreshments will
best ...
me lately. Come out the closet
Ne\V Concept-Timesharing $120/Mo.
be served.
BOmetimes.
CONGJitATULATIONS, BESSIE!!! including Ans.Serv./Mail
•
Attention! The Howud Uni\lcrsity HA VE' YOU HEARD THE NEW Mr. Michael Manley, former prime
Peace, We are· very proud of you!! The Conn.&K, NW 785-0035
555 4th St. NW 737-5708
Entreprcneuria Society will be SOUND OF C83? TURN YOUR minister of Jamaica and noted trade
Abram Harris Economics Society.
"Chester"
holding it's nex general meeting on DIAL TO WHBC 830 AM, "THE unionist, will address the Howard
PART TIME ENVIRONMENTAL
. '
Oct. I, 7:00 room 428, The School of STATION THAT DARES TO BE community on Mon. Sept. 30 at 6:30
Sweet-N-Smooth
Help solve the problems of tOXic
- ''B''. All interested in making money DIFFERENT." ON AIR· 9 A.M .• p.m. in the .C ramton Auditorium . Bary, Even though you dogged me 4 To be the helping hand that you hazards. Apply now for telephone
times, it doesn't really matter because
are in\lited.
MIDNIGHT D~J.Y. FOR MORE Admission is free. All arc invited. your friendship has made Howard a reached out for was a privilege in cons~ltant position in successful naMr. Manley, who is sp0nsored by the
INFORMATION CALL 636-6674.
itself. Come to me and believe in the tional grassroots campaign. Help
"SPIRITUAL DYNAMICS", A
Caribbean Students .'ssociation very unique and special plilce for me. magic, because magic- is wh8.t will make a spring and summer of antiVEHICLE
pES!GNED
TO **'TELEVISION AUDITIONS for (CSA), will be disc:Ussing issues of im- LOVE YA ALWAYS, Teems
become of us. Give me a charice and pollution victories into a areat year.
RELATE Tf{E POWERFUL the internationally syndicated dance portance relating to Caribbean/US
.1 will rid your mind of that unrealistic Requirements: environmental comSPIRITUAL IPR!NCIPLES OF show, THE DANCE CONNEC-. relations.
D.W.A . J.
.
vision of man, RJ
Your mitment; interest in environmental
THE SCRIP~URES TO THE TIONI ! Auditions held at Lansburgh
Happy 20th Birlhday. We've come a Secret Admirer
pol1cy, lobbying and public educa'
WORLD AR!UND US TODAY. CUitural Arts Bldg, 4207th St. N.w .. DO YOU WANT AFRESH START long way. At S.M. 'you crashed con• tion: must be able to work 8-20
MEETING
EVERY
WED.,
IN
LIFE?
Perhaps
you
desire
to
enter
tinuously.
4
years
later
you
still
crash,
every Wednesday at 7:30 P.M. ATTO LINDA, THOMAS, JOEY, hrs/ wk between 5:30 and 9:30 pm
DOUGLASS ALL, RM 136 AT TENTION: Dancers, Models, &T.V. into a new awakehing. You are in- but you're there when needed. Enjoy, PEGGY, WATER, LORI, STEVE, S.u n-Thurs. Must enjoy telephone
vited to attend Noonday Prayer, held you deserve it.
7:30P.M~
·
Personalities.
PlitEP, CHRIS, AND EVEN work and have strona verbal skills.
from
12
noon
to
I
p.m.
each
MonLove
your
little
sister,
Cheryl
CHUCKIE. THIS IS JUST A LIT· Minimum 3 months. Work
ATI'N. PRSTUDENTSI
day,
Wednesday,
and
Friday
in
the.
1·
TbeJIUt
, =e11tingofU.D. ABRAM HARRIS ECONOMICS
TLE LE'I'l'ER TO SAY "HANG IN Downtown DC. SS/hr. plus bonus.
Andrew
Rankin
Chapel.
Find
out
D.
O
NOVAN
NICKERSON,
THERE". WE ARE ALMOST OUT 638-3013 for initial telephone
P.,.ke Gihoon ~will be Tbis SOCIETY will hold a meeting on how biblical truths can be made prac'
YOU'RE
THE
ONE-IE
WITH
THE
TO THIS WAR!!! YOUR FRIEND 1ntervteVt'.
.
Nonday, SeJ>tjliubar 80UJ at 6:3() Wed. Oct 2 at 5 p .m. in the ASB-B
tical
for
you!
BIG
"SWAN!E'"
YOU
SHOULD
ALWAYS XXXXX
-in the C.P. !Po~ Bid/I. oa the in room 313. All Economics,
ENVllitONMENTAL .ACTIVISTS
HA
VE
.
BEEN
'NAMED
BIG
Business,
and
Social
Science
majors
Znd Door iJJ rm. :146. It would be
"SPIRITUAL DYNAMICS", A . "SWANSON". TAKE IT EASY ON Congratulations Krystal B. on bcina Clean Water Action Project is 1e kare welcome.
to your adv,l:ep-toco11.;lll '
VEHICLE
DESIGNED
TO THE HONEYS. WE LOVE YOU, selected a model for the H.omecom- in& committed,, articulate people to
EXTlitA II ! EXTJitA 111
litELA TE THE POWERFUL "BUNNY"!! "Happy list BIRTH· ing Fashion Show. I knew you bad Vt'ork on protcctina the nation's wmer· Attention all tj>eds! You are wanted The Finest In Motion Picture Enter- SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLES OF DAY"!!! YOUR L.A.DIES, Balen- it, now C\te1yone ebe will soon know rcooun:es and to 1eod the natioDlll eflor the Miss-<!:arver Paaeant. First tainment The MOVIE CLUB. Five THE SCRIPTURES TO THE cia, Cheryl & Joy
you have it. It-those qualities that fort to clean up took ~· Trainprize-$100.0Q,
second-SS0.00, . movies per week for only $2.00 on WORLD AROUND US TODAY.
make You so special. MLJ
ina; travel. and advancement
tbird-SlS.00. ~f interested there's a GIANT SCREEN PROJECTION. MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY, To 12-Xi-84: Happy Birthday Sands.
av•i•able for thole int• 111cd la put
mee•ina tomo ow at noon in Carver REGISTlitATION: Ground Floor DOUGLASS HALL, litOOM 136 I know you'll have a live weekend.
Hot, You arc my sunshine. Shine On. or full-tqne work. Houn 2-10
louqe,
.
Plaza, Blackburn Center 9/2'-10/4 AT 7:30 p.m.
Lots of Luck. All my love, Andrea $180' per week. Call (202)631 196
Si111ed: lS·Xi-84
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